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Uncharted and troubled waters ahead
Ken Johnston, Head of PR at HQ Northern Ireland retires and gives his view on
the rise of multi-layered communications - and sends a message to wet behind
the ears advisers – get used to a Celtic version of Anglo Saxon phraseology.
I HAVE BEEN PRIVILEGED, writes Ken, to have worked in media and across media operations
over what can only be described as the most incredible period of changes and advances in
technology and delivery. However, given the discontent being aired in all quarters you could
be forgiven for thinking relationships are at an alltime low, writes Ken Johnston.

There is no doubt we are sailing in largely uncharted and troubled waters - but despite mutinous
conversations we are fortunate to have some very good and experienced hands across MOD to hold
the tiller firm as we move into the unknown. There are charts emerging – the development and
engagement of Modern Communications (MCOM) across Government, the rewriting and realignment of
information campaigns by partners and allies, the evolving and emerging audiences and a media that is
unable to gauge where its future lies.
We are in the bailiwick now of multi-layered communications which assault with unqualified speculation
and comment - which without sensible editorial control and
can too easily drive public opinions and temperatures. But
are we losing the battle? No. Despite misinterpretations in
our own chains of command and a growing gap between
strategic intent and tactical engagement we will sail through
as adherence to the basic principles of crisis
communications take us away from the disaster zone
towards development of the opportunities that are emerging.
But there are a number of lessons to be remembered and
reinforced - that being the creditable source of information
relies heavily on protecting that hard-won credibility - that
countering misinformation in a multi layered media situation
requires alert and immediate engagement - that easing the
pressure of concerns requires acknowledgement weighing
more than ourselves. I’ve seen attempts to re-design the
wheel more times that I can remember but it still has to be
round and the axle still needs to be greased.
We have a responsibility to brief traditional media but we also have a responsibility to protect
capabilities and tactics. We have a responsibility to spend wisely the diminished public purse and
inevitably with pressure to develop our cyber engagement the imbalance is going to cause concern
amongst traditionalists.
And the media have their responsibilities. They are intelligent professionals who have every right to ask
and who have every right to be told when we can tell them something and why we cannot tell them
something. With their rights to ask come also their rights to understand and this doesn’t include a right
to be spoon fed - they are past that stage of growth.
When I started on this side of the fence one my first tasks were to look at and develop terminology to
counter the media use in Europe and USA of terms such as guerrilla and freedom fighter when dealing
with PIRA violence - today we have just completed a new lexicon to differentiate between residual
terrorism in Northern Ireland and middle eastern driven terrorism.
This is work undertaken in partnership with the other agencies who are also being driven into this “new
world”. The MET made effective use of both traditional media and new media when dealing with the
attacks at Westminster and London Bridge and we will also see effective use in due course.

MoD's Ken Johnston who spoke for the military in Northern Ireland stands down.
A Co Down man who became the voice of the military in Northern Ireland is retiring. After a
career in media and defence around the world, Ken Johnston is stepping down as Head of the
Defence Press Office. Mr. Johnston - who worked at the Belfast Telegraph earlier in his career
- joined the Ministry of Defence in 1994 and has been deployed around the world. Returning to
Northern Ireland in 2008 as Chief Press Officer with the Defence Press Office, he's now
planning to return to many of his former deployments - but this time in more comfort. "They
say time is a major component of wealth," he said. "I've now got to learn to spend it wisely."

Until then, apologies to those wet-behind-the-ears cubs who have tried to tell me the way things should
be done in line with their interpretation - they’ll have to get used to a Celtic version of Anglo Saxon
phraseology.
We will sail to quiet times but until then we need to make sure yet once again that long handled
screwdrivers are put out of the way - that we learn to properly understand and coordinate with crisis
communications principles across the many layers and that we deal creditably with traditional media in
a professional manner where the demarcation lines are firmly held and clearly marked out why.
Allow me to give a recent example of
multi-layered media and comms
exploitation. At Armed Forces Day in
north Down this year we used traditional
and social media platforms to drive what
turned out to be a record breaking
crowd.
This was all done in tandem
with the Council, the Transport
Authorities, the PSNI, the Chamber of
Trader and Commerce and local
colleges. But on the day, itself thanks to
modern IT we established a virtual
“news desk” in a hospitable coffee shop
that also gave good Wi-Fi access. From
there we were accessible to traditional
media and from there were able to
contact and direct interviews and photo
opportunities across print and broadcast.
It was also from there that we were able
to transmit our own imagery within
minutes getting hits at regional and
national level.
Ken talks to the Duke of Edinburgh
and demonstrates just how much
team members carry
We were also linked in with
“ambassadors” - young college students
who were performing a meet and greet
for the public and who were able to get
our emailed updates on their pads and deliver factual and background information as folk approached
with a variety of questions and issues right around the area. It was also from there we coordinated live
social media coverage of events.
As well as this we had provided commentary and background material for the outside broadcast teams
on the ground from television and radio. This material was also provided to local politicians and
gatekeepers who were as agile on social media as any teenager. And from there we were also
receiving and resending material from Gabon where 2 Rifles were training wardens and trackers on
anti-ivory poaching. In essence we dealt with fact and with background making use of our own
channels but encouraging and seeing immense “proxy” voices carrying our messages out across three
continents - yes, we had comments from the US, Europe and even parts of Africa. And all from a coffee
shop.
The irony is that I forgot to recoup my coffee costs and hadn’t time to take TOIL seeing that overtime
now is a thing of the distant past. One tool that was useful was a Cadet competition based on STEM social media allowed us to break into a teenage market by linking in with the colleges social media
feeds.

So modern comms gave us additional assets through our own troops on the ground in N Ireland
and Gabon but also gave us authoritative proxy voices carrying our information and key
messages on opportunities. Oh, the coffee was good as well and when the day ended all we had
to do was stick smartphones and pads back into our pockets and chill.

Mattis to Generals: Start Talking to the Press
By Kevin Baron Executive Editor, Defense One, October 9, 2017. Kevin is executive editor of
Defense One. He is also national security/military analyst for NBC News and MSNBC. He has
covered the military, the Pentagon, Congress and politics for Foreign Policy, National Journal,
and Stars and Stripes.
NINE MONTHS INTO THE TRUMP
ADMINISTRATION, the Defense secretary
tells senior military leaders to engage with the
media — but stay in their lanes. It’s time to
talk. In the age of Trump, senior U.S. military
leaders have generally kept a lower public
profile than usual, seeking to avoid the
hyperactive state of politics and the press.
That’s about to change. On Friday, Defense
Secretary Jim Mattis, left, instructed top
commanders to speak to the media more
freely. The secretary is hoping to end a
misperception among some senior leaders
that they should keep quiet, in part because
he wants them to speak up on the looming
budget battle in Congress, according to a senior defense official. Mattis gave his guidance at Friday’s
closed door Senior Leadership Conference, a Pentagon gathering of generals and admirals that
includes the combatant commanders, or COCOMs, who are the senior officers in the U.S. military
chain of command. “Communications is the job of the commander, not just the PAO,” Mattis told a
roomful of 4stars, according to a description of the meeting by Pentagon press secretary Dana White.
She offered that description in an email sent Friday to the top public affairs officers of the U.S.
military’s combatant commands, including at NATO, in Brussels; Central Command, in Tampa; and
Pacific Command, in Hawaii.
“I realize there may be a perception that we have been keeping the media at arm’s length, but that is
not the case and we’re doing our best to dispel that rumour and continue to be transparent with our
press corps,” White said in the email. “Please communicate to your respective senior leaders that we
want them to feel free, even obligated, to speak, in their lane, about their efforts and to use our OSD PA
[Office of the Secretary of Defense Public Affairs] team resources to help along the way.”
Defense One learned about the meeting independently last week and later obtained a copy of the email
from a second source. On Monday, Defense One contacted White, who explained why the secretary
chose to deliver the message, and why now.
“The secretary’s top priority is ensuring the war fighter has what he or she needs to win any current or
future conflict,” White said. “Operating under a continuing resolution for the ninth consecutive fiscal year,
the department has a responsibility to communicate with the American people about what our military
needs to stay the most lethal joint force on earth. The media plays a critical role in that conversation.”
Mattis, along with most of the military’s top leaders, has been asking Congress to pass a regular
spending bill instead of another continuing resolution, which locks the military’s budget at previous
year’s levels and prevents spending on things like new weapons systems and training. Military leaders
say a CR would harm the military’s ability to be ready to fight future conflicts.

“I want the Congress back in the driver’s seat of budget decisions, not in the spectator’s seat of
automatic cuts,” Mattis said Monday, speaking at the annual Association of the United States Army
convention in Washington.
“If we can lay the problem out, in compelling terms, I believe in the U.S. Congress. I believe in them 100
percent, but we’ve got to lay this out in such a way that in a democracy we bring the American people
with this us, and that starts with the U.S. Congress. So, we need everyone to make certain that were
laying out the problem in a manner that leaves no doubt about the need for what we’re asking for, in
order to ensure that America’s army is at the top of its game.”
“His guidance is to talk,” the senior
defense official said. “And he wants
people to talk about what they know
and why it matters.” Some leaders
have been reluctant to do so, the
official said, because they don’t see
Mattis talking in the press as much
as previous defense secretaries. “I
think the [public affairs officers] think
that because the secretary doesn’t
talk — some of them feel the
command signal is, ‘He’s not talking. Should I be talking?’” Mattis does talk to the press, the official
noted, just not on camera as much as his predecessors.
Another problem has been the lack of Defense Department political appointees in office to do some
talking. “One reason is you don’t have a lot of politicals in place,” said the senior defense official.
“Without the entire team, and a lot of ‘actings’ it makes it difficult and challenging to engage regularly.”
The other hesitation with talking to the press is the media climate itself. “There’s frustration with the
media’s relentless desire to sow discord within this administration,” the senior defense official argued,
and “something to be said for the nature of media right now, it makes it difficult for some people to
engage.”
Mattis made this case to the press corps himself in August, after he and Trump made seemingly
contradictory statements about the use of diplomacy with North Korea. “I’ll do my best to call it like I see
it, but right now, if I say six and the president says half a dozen, they’re going to say I disagree with
him,” Mattis said. “You know. So, let’s just get over that.”
Mattis’s instruction to his 4-star leaders comes nine months into Trump’s presidency, amid some of the
worst press relations with elected officials in Washington since Watergate. The president continues to
bait and berate the American press, especially the White House press corps, including while speaking
to U.S. military personnel. It’s a far different tone from how most senior military commanders speak
publicly and admirably about the free press, and the military trains rising leaders to engage with media.
At the Pentagon, where the press corps covers everything from war plans, intelligence, and terrorism to
military life and the Army’s next rifle purchases, the climate is different and topics generally stay
somewhat removed from White House partisan politics. But there are some fears the Trump White
House’s anti-media attitudes could bleed into the ranks.
What’s clear is that since the rise of Trump last year, a chilling effect has slowed the flow of information
and public appearances by many military and defense leaders who feel obligated not to wade into the
politics of the government’s civilian leadership.
That hesitancy dates back into the 2016 presidential campaign year. In March 2016, shortly after Trump
first called the NATO alliance “obsolete,” a Defense One reporter asked Joint Chiefs Chairman Gen.
Joseph Dunford if he agreed with the characterization. Dunford rejected it and staunchly defended
NATO, but without knowing Trump had made the comment.
The general was upset; he felt he was being unfairly positioned against the presidential candidate and a
potential future commander in chief. Since then, senior officers generally have remained quieter,

especially when visiting Washington. The number of regular appearances at public policy events or
press conferences in the Pentagon briefing room, which once were regular and expected of key 4-star
generals visiting town, have trickled to a slow drip.
Also in “I prefer - I’m from the West - I like informal - you know, if you get into discussions…you sit
there like dutiful students,” Mattis said in August, of the briefing room. “I’m up there like the professor
knows everything,” he scoffed.
“I don’t see you all as adversaries. I see you as, at times, allowed to be more sceptical than I can be in
a leadership role, and scepticism is part of a healthy — keeping the organization healthy. And I think I
do better here [than] when people are trying to calculate each word [recorded on camera in the briefing
room] because I want — I’m on TV now, and you’re on TV, and all that sort of thing.”
In March, the top U.S. admiral, Chief of Naval
Operations John Richardson, right, warned
some 1,200 top Navy personnel against “sharing
too much information publicly” when talking to
the media — which he encourages — and to
“avoid events that are primarily for marketing,
and that don’t make an intellectual contribution
to warfighting.”
Some of the hush has followed Mattis’s own choices.
The defense secretary has curtailed regular
televised press conferences and cut the number of
reporters he takes on his travels, upsetting the press
corps. Mattis told reporters he chooses to avoid live,
on-camera press conferences in the Pentagon
briefing room because he doesn’t like the artificial
performance of it. He prefers more casual, and what
he feels are often deeper, conversations with reporters gathered informally around him, and
wants to avoid the image of looking like he’s going against the president.
Under the previous four defense secretaries for Presidents Barack Obama and George W. Bush, each
began their terms by taking a full press contingent overseas to visit troops in war zones — often within
days after taking office — and meet with world leaders, as a regular order of business. Mattis curtailed
that practice, limiting access on some trips to only a few journalists, and then not inviting radio or
televisions pools, or removing journalists from travel rosters on lengthy multicounty trips just days
before a scheduled departure.
White and Mattis’s staffers say they’re still learning on the job and have pledged to accommodate
more ouse journalists. They took a plane-full on a visit to Afghanistan in April, but for last month only
took a handful of reporters to the war zone - an unprecedented restriction.
Meanwhile other commanders outside of Washington, like Central Command’s Gen.Joseph Votel,
opened up and began talking journalists with him regularly on battlefield tours. And over in Foggy
Bottom, (Watergate) the State Department press corps has had worse complaints. Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson has declined to take any journalists on some trips abroad and rarely has taken
questions in a press conference setting. But Tillerson is new to Washington, whereas Mattis has
familiar relationships with many journalists dating back to the Iraq War and later as commanding
general of U.S. Central Command, one of the nine combatant commands.
On Thursday, White was asked in a briefing how the Pentagon was being more transparent, as defense
officials had promised they would. She replied that when Mattis’s team discovered the actual number of
troops in Afghanistan was higher than the military was telling the public - roughly 11,000 instead of
8,000 - he ordered the military to devise a new, more accurate accounting system. “That is a
demonstration of our commitment to transparency,” she said.

The text of White’s Oct. 6 email:
Subject: Engaging with the media and SecDef (UNCLASSIFIED) PA Leaders,
Today during the Senior Leader Conference, Secretary Mattis spoke to your senior leadership
about engaging with the media. I realize there may be a perception that we have been keeping
the media at arm’s length, but that is not the case and we’re doing our best to dispel that rumour
and continue to be transparent with our press corps.
Beginning with the DoD Communication Playbook we sent you earlier this week, and a plan for
more frequent on-camera press engagements, we will lead from the front with this effort. But we
need your support to spread the word to the field as well. As you review the playbook,
understand this is a living document and we welcome your feedback and suggestions.
Please be prepared to discuss this during next Wednesday’s SVTC. As the Secretary said today
at the SLC, “communications is the job of the commander, not just the PAO.” Please
communicate to your respective senior leaders that we want them to feel free, even obligated, to
speak, in their lane, about their efforts and to use our OSD PA team resources to help along the
way. Thank you for all the great work you do,

NOVEMBER CLUB LUNCH CHANGED
DUE TO DATE CLASH
DUE TO A NEAR clash of dates with the Media Operations Group (V) annual reunion – being held
this year at RMAS Sandhurst - The Club has cancelled the November London light lunch
although there will be an informal gathering on November 14.
Our speaker for that day was to have been Lieutenant General Sir Gary Coward, whose
introduction to media operations came with a phone call
out of the blue and an order to get to Bosnia, pretty damn
quick back in 1995
Then a Lt Colonel serving in the Army Air Corps, Sir Gary,
pictured right, is now retired from the Army and keeps
busy as a strategic consultant and non-executive director
operating in the defence, aerospace and security sectors.
He assumed the role of Chairman of Redline Assured
Security in March 2013 on retirement from the British
Army, after 39 years in uniform.
Sir Gary was commissioned into the Royal Artillery in
1974 and served in 2nd Field Regiment in Germany. He
began flying in 1979 and transferred to the Army Air
Corps in 1982. He has commanded C Flight AAC in Brunei
and 656 Squadron AAC in the United Kingdom.
He has also served on the Army Staff in Washington DC
and in the Army Aviation Directorate at Middle Wallop. Before taking command of 1 Regiment
AAC in Germany. He spent most of 1995 as Military Spokesman for Bosnia-Herzegovina
Command.
Following this, he assumed senior roles within the UK, USA, Bosnia and the MoD, where he
commanded at all levels in the Army Air Corps (AAC). He led the Joint Helicopter Command, and
was responsible for Joint Training & Development at the Permanent Joint Headquarters. Most
recently he was the Chief of Materiel (Land) and Quartermaster General as a Lieutenant General.
He was appointed OBE in 1996, CB in 2008 and KBE in 2012.

In addition to his commercial roles, he is the President of the AAC Veterans’ Association and Air OP
Officers’ Association, Vice Chairman of the Sandhurst Trust, Vice Chairman of Governors at the Duke of
York’s Royal Military School, and Chairman of the Board of the Museum of Army Flying.

First published in Despatches, the journal of the TA Pool of Information Officers in 1995
this is the story of media operations in
Bosnia. Sir Gary was the British
spokesman and set standards for those
who followed him in a difficult and
challenging role. Our thanks to Lt
Colonel Lawrie Phillips, Editor of
Despatches, who persuaded Sir Gary to
set down his thoughts and was himself to
undertake a tour in the Balkans.
Despatches flourished for six years until
1995 and made its way around the world
promoting British expertise in media ops
and gathering the best of comment and
learning lessons from friendly forces.
Lawrie is pictured right with another of his publications – a history of shipping in and
around his Pembroke home.

Feeding reptiles – looking back at media
operations in Bosnia
HAVE YOU ANY PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE of Public Information? asked the General. 'No Sir, not
a jot' I replied. 'Good' the General responded, 'I've always been rather suspicious of these Public
Information Johnnies!' The said senior officer was interviewing me on behalf of Lieutenant
General Sir Michael Rose, the then UN Commander of Bosnia Herzegovina Command to find a
Military Spokesman - I was interviewee number three, wrote Lieutenant Colonel Gary Coward of
the Army Air Corps while in Bosnia.
General Rose was much too busy in Bosnia dealing with the day to day problems of trying to
peacekeep in the midst of a bitter war to do this himself. He merely asked for a teeth arm, post
command, psc Lieutenant Colonel to be his spokesman and I met about three quarters of the criteria.
Perhaps MS and the sub-contracted General were getting desperate, but 20 minutes later I was
downstairs talking to the staff of JHQ working out how best to prepare myself for six months in the
Balkans, starting in three weeks’ time!
Two hours later I was home trying to explain this to my wife - not an easy piece of news to put across
sympathetically, particularly as I had sort of volunteered. But as I was about to learn, there were a few
other issues that would be much more difficult to explain away, over what turned out to be the next eight
months.
During the next few weeks I handed over my post at the Army Aviation Directorate, pestered my
predecessor on the telephone, called in a few favours from a well-placed chum in the ACE Mobile Force
(L) well-endowed with arctic clothing, and started to read the foreign section of the broadsheets a little
more fervently than hitherto.
I spent an afternoon with JHQ being briefed and I soon learned that I was pretty clueless when it came
to the recent past in the Balkan's, let alone the region's tortured history over about 900 years and
certainly from the Battle of June 1389 - a date of tremendous significance to the Serbs.

I was also fairly clueless about the media and how to deal with them, in spite of the training received at
the Staff College and the plethora of books, papers and articles that have been produced on the subject
since the Falklands and Gulf wars.
Somewhere in the British Army was an officer whose job it was to prepare us for the glare of the TV
camera, indeed I even knew him vaguely and I eventually tracked him down to the Army School of
Training Support in Beaconsfield. Sadly, Tony Gaites was on his way into civvy street and was in the
throes of handing over to another instant expert. Was this going to be worthwhile I asked myself? The
answer was very definitely yes.
The new incumbent, Ken Molyneux-Carter sat me down one afternoon and over a couple of hours
imparted probably the most useful media survival skills available. As in Staff College instruction, he laid
down the principles and then it was up to the individual to apply these in his own way. We also had
some live practice; I understand I improved later on the job!

I kept short notes on media interview techniques and from them I distilled my own dos and don'ts which
apply to radio, TV, on the telephone and more generally for everyday business as a Spokesman:
Thus, I also had to improve my knowledge of the history of the region, the current conflict and the UN's
role within it. Luckily, I was due to have some time at the UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR) HQ in
Zagreb prior to moving to Sarajevo, so apart from reading a short, but very readable and useful
Defence Intelligence Staff pamphlet on the Southern Slavs by John Everett Heath, I continued to
concentrate on the broadsheets. After all, I was still dealing with the aftermath of the Defence Costs
Study and trying to write my handover notes!

Udbina and all that
I travelled to Zagreb in late November 1994 as the UN and NATO were dealing with the Bihac crisis.
The Krajina Serbs had attacked the Bihac UN declared Safe Area with jets operating from Udbina
airbase. NATO's response had been to bomb the airbase and put it out of action for a period. In the
aftermath, NATO jets were illuminated by Serbian radars and at least one SAM fired at a Sea Harrier.
Further NATO strikes were conducted on the offending SAM sites.
At this point Bosnia was closed down by the Bosnian Serbs - UN peace keepers in exposed locations
were effectively made hostages, humanitarian aid and UN resupply to the five effective enclaves
(Sarajevo, Bihac, Gorazde, Zepa and Srebrenica) was denied. NATO's flying programme was also
adjusted to be less aggressive and provocative.

I had only been in Zagreb four days when I was tasked with accompanying a senior US diplomat on a
mission to Sarajevo. The diplomat knew the Pale Serbs and Bosnian Government well and carried a
message from the US administration - Calm Down!
As no flights were being allowed into Sarajevo, we hopped on a YAK-40 jet to Split, Norwegian Bell
412 helicopter to Kiseljak and General Rose's Range Rover through the 'Sierras' to Sarajevo. Although
no one had been through the Sierra check points for about a week and a number of UN convoys were
currently being held by the Bosnian Serbs, we had special dispensation from General Mladic.
In spite of this, General Rose's ADC, bodyguards and new interpreter/LO had their work cut out; it
was all quite tenuous stuff with the Bosnian Serbs who were still smarting after the Udbina Raid. Quite
an introduction to the city that was to be my home for some time to come.
It turned out that I was to
become the Spokesman sooner than I had anticipated and in the words of General Rose, I was to
get back to Zagreb pdq, pack my kit and be back well in time for Christmas! The MA, Jamie
Daniell, filled in the details and the cast was set. Prior to that I would attend my first daily press
conference, for once at least, as a casual observer. Actually, as I was about to find out, there was
nothing casual about the Sarajevo UN press conference.

Feeding time
For almost two years, the UN had
briefed the media on a daily basis.
When the war had reached its height in
Sarajevo itself, two press briefings each
day had been conducted in the Holiday
Inn as there was so much happening
and it was just too dangerous for the
journalists to move en masse. Equally it
was far safer to expose just a few well
protected UN P Info officers to the
short, but dangerous journey!
Luckily, by the end of 1994, one
briefing a day at 1100 hrs just about
sufficed, although the European media
would have preferred something a little
earlier in order to meet the deadlines of
their voracious desks. The meeting took
place in the PTT Building, previously
the HQ of the telephone company and
almost since the beginning of the war, a
UN HQ.
Almost 100 journalists were crammed
into the relatively small room and in
front of the briefing rostrum were
ranged six or seven TV cameras. The six-foot table itself was covered in microphones.
I was introduced to a few of the journalists by my predecessor, Lieutenant Colonel Jan-Dirk von
Merfeldt, it was like a Who's Who of war correspondents: Martin Bell (BBC), pictured above, Christian
Ammanpour (CNN), Peter Sharpe (Sky) and Kurt Schork (Reuter) et al.
They were all individually extremely friendly, but the mood of the press corps as a whole was extremely
hostile. Feeding time was about to begin. The question was would they be satisfied with the normal
everyday diet of UN information (they thought dis-information), or would they be after bigger fish, such
as one of the messengers themselves?

There were four, possibly five briefers there that morning. Jan-Dirk von Merfeldt and Thant Mhint-U from
UNPROFOR, Kris Janowski from the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and possibly
Nina Windquist representing the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) (I should remember
whether she was there or not, for she was by far the best looking and one of the most credible briefers
to grace the Sarajevo spotlight).
After the normal round up of political developments, warring faction activities and humanitarian issues,
the Director of the Air Operations Coordination Cell (AOCC) had been persuaded (he was not too keen)
to give a short briefing on Bosnian and Krajina Serb air defence equipment. Things went reasonably
well until questions were fired at him in quick succession. The questioning became more and more
aggressive, often essentially the same question repeated with just a slightly different slant. The wing
commander grew more and more uncomfortable and strayed into areas that were off limits to UN
personnel, namely the specifics of NATO air operations.

A feeding frenzy ensued and he was persuaded to agree that the NATO Air Operation Deny
Flight over Bosnia had been suspended. (Whilst its effectiveness had been markedly reduced, it
had very definitely not been suspended). The meeting finished with a mad scramble for the door
- this juicy story needed filing quickly, it ought to make the lunchtime news and the US first
editions, page 1 column 1!
I stood at the back of the room and was almost trampled in the rush for the satellite telephone or feed.
I managed to get to the UN briefing team which seemed almost punch drunk. After a brief post
mortem, we attempted to put the record straight, but it was too late, words uttered at a 'Presser' are
on the record and the media had a good story that they were not about to give up.
Besides, it reinforced the media's view that the UN was wet and that there was a major rift between the
UN and NATO. Sadly, I think the incident itself increased the friction that was probably inevitable under
the circumstances. We couldn't afford too many incidents like this. I doubt I could have learnt so much
about the press and press conferences anywhere else in just over an hour. As a result, I very rarely
used a specialist briefer and if I did, I controlled the session, ensuring that matters did not get out of
hand.

Furthermore, our watchwords whenever asked on the record questions about NATO operations were
'I'm afraid you will have to ask Jim Mitchell in NATO!' It was a phrase that we were obliged to deploy
more and more later in the spring of 1995. When I returned a few days later I was accompanied by a
UN civilian who was to replace Thant Mint-U (he of impeccable UN credentials) as the Civilian
Spokesman in Sarajevo.
Alexander Ivanko, right, had already
been in the mission area for over
three months but had been primarily
based in Zagreb, working directly for
the Director of Information, Michael
Williams. Alex, or Sasha to his
Russian friends, is half Russian, half
Ukrainian, but he speaks with a rich
New York accent on account of his
schooling whilst his father was a
member of the USSR delegation at
UN HQ. Alex had also been a
journalist for Izvestia in Moscow and
Washington as well as Hearst
Newspapers in Washington.
At one time he was even the Rock
critic for Izvestia. A real poacher
turned gamekeeper and just the right man for a very difficult job. If the military incumbents of the post
had had their difficulties - a few had been declared Persona Non- Grata (PNG) or sacked - it had
been very difficult to find someone to fill the civilian post able to cope with the domestic hardship of
living in Sarajevo and bridging the gap between the Mission, the Military and Media. Alex
immediately gained the confidence of everyone in Sarajevo, particularly the military leadership and
became as much a political adviser as spokesman.
He also became the General's unofficial Liaison Officer (LO) to the Russian and Ukrainian
contingents and my constant companion. The rest of the P Info or Spokesman's team was suitably
multinational. The main collectors of information were two Grade 2 staff officers, initially a Dutchman
and Frenchman, but latterly to reflect the changing complexion of the Force, a Pakistani and a
Frenchwoman.
It was quite remarkable how their different characters, nationalities and skills had such an impact on
how we did business. As a result of a review by one of the Deputy UN Spokesmen from New York, Fred
Eckhardt, we were able to argue for rather better offices and an extra pair of hands, this time a British/
Australian graduate of comparative religion quite useful in the melting pot of Bosnia.
We were also fortunate to have a Spanish SNCO as Chief Clerk and two local Bosnian women as
interpreters - I would imagine that Irma and Jasna will see the mission out, they have put up with so
much already. There were another four civilians - Libyan, Filipino, Indian and Bosnian, who from time to
time worked with us, or for us at the PTT building where we kept an office to deal with press
accreditations and administration.
I think we managed passably well with such a small staff, although, with hindsight, I think I
should have argued for more personnel, in spite of the pressure on accommodation space and
other resources in a city under siege. We were sometimes criticised for not being available at
the end of the telephone, but invariably this was because we were all involved on other lines,
providing that very same information to a competitor.
Our only real failing was not providing a 24-hour service. The office was manned from 0700 hrs until at
least 2000 and often 2300 hrs, but there were often enquiries from the other side of the world in the
small hours.

The wire services (Reuter, Associated Press and AFP all had bureau in the city) were also keen on
receiving information throughout the night. In situations where the world's attention is focused on an
operation and as news organisations continue to expand into 24-hour operations, perhaps the UN, or
the MOD on a national operation, should find the necessary resources to meet this demand.

Multinational - but please speak slowly
Two things probably struck visitors to the UN HQ in Sarajevo. It was remarkably small and increasingly
multinational. By my recollection, it was about 200 strong including a Danish HQ Company and over 20
nations represented therein. Somehow it worked and worked well. The working language was English
and anyone who could not speak it well was relegated to a relatively menial role.
However, without a few Francophones we would have found life extremely difficult - Sector Sarajevo
(the subordinate, but local HQ) is dominated by the French and our French officers were worth their
weight in gold for the access they provided.
The key to it all was probably the Commander's outer office where the MA, initially, Lieutenant Colonel
Jamie Daniell and then Lieutenant Colonel Jim Baxter ruled. The office also housed the Civil Affairs
Coordinator's (CAC) immediate staff (MA, AMA and PA) and so became the primary interface between
the civil and military elements of the HQ.
For a few months I too shared this office along with the General's PA, ADC, and two LO/Interpreters. If
that was not enough, the office was also something of a thoroughfare, with all sorts of 'rabbits, friends
and relations', to quote one MA, passing through. It tended to be quite a frenetic place, especially when
last minute negotiations were building to a climax or a senior visitor was in town. Senior visitors bring
with them quite sizeable retinues and the scenes of December 1994 when President Jimmy Carter, his
wife and party including security detail lodged with us, remain quite vivid. Imagine the five nation
Contact Group Ambassadors with private secretaries and Embassy Staff - plus other hangers on!
From this multi-national sea of faces a
number stand out. Generals Rose left,
and Smith have become household
names, if not in the case of the latter,
a household face. Although very
different characters they both sought
the same ends and inspired
tremendous loyalty within the HQ, in
attempting to achieve the impossible
or the almost impossible.
The other senior posts which from
time to time attracted the spotlight
was the CAC, initially the Russian
Viktor Andreev, then a Mexican,
Enriques Aguillar and finally an
American, Philip Corwin.
General Rose was fortunate to have the tremendous experience and continuity of Viktor Andreev.
Sadly, Viktor moved on as General Smith arrived and not only were there further changes of CAC, but
large gaps between incumbents; the HQ felt this turbulence keenly. Still, there were a number of lesser
stars to fill the void in the civilian world, not least of course my own sidekick, Alex Ivanko, but a few
other long stay patients, such as Karen Abu Zaid from the UNHCR and Dyan Miehoff, Darko and Tony
Banbury all in the UN proper.
Too many of the military deserve a mention, but without the COS, Brigadier Caes Nicholai and his MA
from Holland, I personally would have been struggling seriously. During my tenure the main areas of
international interest were the enclaves, where there were no journalists, nor could there be - the Serbs
had seen to that. Thus, the international media depended exclusively on the UN for information. That
information therefore had to be timely, credible and accurate. Alex and I found that the only way to
ensure that the information met these criteria was to establish our own insurance channel, to some

extent circumventing the established chain of command. I courted the Canadian and then Danish
Commanders in Bihac and restesdablished communicationswith Lieutenant Colonel Jonathan Riley, a
fellow cadet at Sandhurst and Commander of Gorazde Force.
Alex established a close relationship with the Ukrainians in Zepa and that left Srebrenica, manned by
the Dutch Battalion. Although I had managed to visit the enclave and meet Ton Karremans the CO, the
poor quality of the telephones, his accent and my lack of Dutch, meant that we relied on the COS and
his MA for information. Over time, but particularly during the crisis when Srebrenica was over-run by the
Bosnian Serbs, their regular calls to bring us up to date were invaluable.
My one major disappointment in the HQ at Sarajevo regarded leaks to the press. Quite regularly the
daily SITREP and G2 supplement (graded UN CONFIDENTIAL) was handed complete to the media
and even information discussed at the morning staff meetings could be in their hands within an hour or
two. We had our suspicions and even instituted the odd investigation, intended to frighten those
involved rather than to prove guilt. But it was a fact of life that we had to learn to live with and from time
to time I had to remind everyone to restrict their discussion of sensitive subjects at morning briefings. I
always assumed that if something had been aired at that relatively exclusive meeting, then it was public
knowledge and we ought to be ready to deal with it, on the record if necessary.
From time to time we found that even the information coming through formal UN channels was suspect.
General Rose's dictum: 'Nothing in the Balkans is ever as it first appears/ was proved over and over
again. A colleague in Zagreb lost his name when he released information to the media he had received
quite innocently through normal UN channels. The reports concerned atrocities in Western Slavonia
when the Croatian Army marched back into the UN Protected Area.
It eventually transpired that these reports were exaggerated and this led to a major loss of credibility almost everything in the spokesman's business. Even
within UNPROFOR there was more than one source of
information: G2, G3, Civil Affairs, UN Military Observers
(UNMOs), Joint Commission Observers (JCOs) and P
Info. There was also the UNHCR and, in extremis, the
ICRC.
In many cases we were the only source of information
and certainly the only source of unbiased information
and thus we had to be doubly sure of our facts. Alex
and I worked on the basis that anything out of the
ordinary had to be dual sourced. Equally, when we
announced anything, we were at pains to be as neutral
and factual as possible. If an enquirer wanted colour or
opinion, they would have to ask.

Genus reptilius
The main recipient of leaked UN information was
invariably Kurt Schork, pictured left, the doyen of the
Sarajevo Press Corps and Reuter Bureau Chief. In his
recently published account of working in Bosnia Martin
Bell very accurately describes Kurt as the 'Bosnia
Meister and Chief Reptile....' Kurt had converted to
journalism from Director of the New York Transit Authority through real estate to be the Journalist of
the Conflict.
Along with a few other notable journalists, such as Emma Daly of The Independent, Julian Bulger of
The Guardian and Joel Brand of The Times and Newsweek, Kurt had remained in Sarajevo through the
worst of the conflict and had come to be emotionally tied to the Bosnian Muslim cause and extremely
critical of the UN and international community.
Nonetheless, I always felt that Kurt gave us the benefit of the doubt and remained as objective as he
possibly could, in spite of considerable pressures to the contrary.

The standard of journalist varied quite considerably in terms of knowledge of the conflict, objectivity and
integrity. Some were long stay patients of the Schork variety; some experienced but lacking local
knowledge and one or two were not very bright or had real problems seeing the wood from the trees.
Sadly too, a few lacked integrity and at least one P Info colleague suffered at the hands of one
journalist who failed to respect an important confidence. The best way of dealing with this
important aspect of everyday life was to get to know each of them as individuals and to review
the ground rules for the passage of information whenever in doubt.
Kurt Schork reports for Reuter, a wire service, the primary early warning and intelligence service for the
world's media. As mentioned earlier, AP and AFP were also present in the city. All three had to report
constantly on developments, filing to their desks in Vienna, London, Paris or Belgrade often more than
six times a day. The Bureau Chief or Correspondent tends to be non-Balkan and normally spent three
to six weeks in Sarajevo at a time (Kurt had his own rules).

Some were experts on the conflict, some not. Those without intimate local knowledge depended heavily
on their local staff who were almost invariably outstanding. Each wire service also had a photographer
or two and the photographs in the majority of the world's papers are theirs. The photographers
undoubtedly have the most hazardous role; many have been killed or wounded trying to get those
photographs.
In the aftermath of a bout of shelling at the UN HQ, a couple of photographers trying to obtain a
photograph of the damage and injured, were themselves injured when the next two rounds detonated
just outside our gate! There is also a TV equivalent of the wire services, with again three main
competitors present in Sarajevo, Reuters TV, APTV and WTN. For almost all of my time, a special pool
arrangement, the Sarajevo Agency Pool (SAP) was in operation.
This meant that everyone involved, either agency or network, shared footage on an equal basis,
preventing the need for more than one crew to expose themselves to the very considerable danger at
any one time. The system also allowed TV channels to subscribe, but not necessarily maintain a
presence in the city. Sadly APTV, the new kids on the block, were not allowed to join the SAP and
eventually on instructions from head offices, the Pool system broke down.

Of course, many established TV companies were present in the city, although during the height of the
ceasefire in February I think only the BBC maintained a presence and then with a contract camera crew
and 'bimedial' radio reporter, David Robertson. CNN were present for most of the time with their own
satellite uplink, but the likes of Sky, ITN, ABC and the other European and American networks came
and went with the crises.
Those in town invariably depended on the European Broadcasting Union's (EBU) satellite uplink
to beam their pictures around the world and when activity suddenly picked up, this facility
became the critical path. The most voracious TV channels are quite naturally the three main
24hour news organisations, CNN, Sky and BBC World. Even when they lacked a physical
presence, these organisations were able to make Bosnia the lead story by using the wire story,
coupled to SAP TV footage and a telephone interview with a UN spokesman in Sarajevo - and
they can do that on the hour and half hour for a day or more.
The BBC and CNN are undoubtedly the purveyors of TV from Sarajevo and their continued presence in
the conflict and especially in Sarajevo, is due primarily to the commitment and dedication of their senior
correspondents, Martin Bell, Kate Adie, pictured below, and Christian Ammanpour. It is now very much
their story and they intend to see it to a conclusion. Like Schork, they made strenuous efforts to
maintain their objectivity, but woe betide anyone, including members of the UN, who tried to pull the
wool over their
eyes, influence
their reporting or
keep them away
from a good story
or telegenic
general!
From time to time
other organs were
represented and, of
course, when
something really
exciting happened,
there was a
tremendous influx
from all around the
world. In late May
95, journalists had
been converging on the city as the pace of shelling and the concomitant casualty count increased. On
26 May the Commander, General Rupert Smith, issued an ultimatum to the Bosnian Serbs: return
heavy weapons to the Weapons Collection Points (WCP) or face NATO air power.
The Bosnian Serbs failed to heed the ultimatum, NATO bombed the Pale Ammunition Depot on two
occasions and a considerable number of UN peacekeepers were either taken hostage or blockaded at
their OP or WCP by the Bosnian Serbs. The International Community responded with the
announcement of the deployment of a Rapid Reaction Force.

Just another day
On a 'normal' day, the P Info organisation ticked over quite nicely. Between HQ briefings, drafting News
from UNPROFOR, press conferences, one to one briefings, keeping in touch with the UN in Zagreb and
New York, responding to the telephone and from time to time entertaining or being entertained by the
press, we even managed to take some physical exercise. Sometimes, such as most of the month of
June, exercise wasn't possible.
By Friday 2 June, British troops had been taken hostage in Gorazde and The Daily Telegraph's main
headline was 'Allies suspect LIS hawks of increasing risk of war'. There were seven other stories in the
paper that day; over 150 column inches about Bosnia.

As normal, the P Info day began at 0700 hrs with the BBC World Service radio news - it was not just our
role to provide information to the media, the Commander needs to know what the media is saying about
the mission too. Still, the first interview on the telephone was at 0730 hrs with London News Radio
and before then, the overnight SITREP and MILINFOSUM had to be digested. At 0800 hrs a further live
telephone interview for the Today Programme on BBC Radio 4. There were at least a further 10
interviews that day (I didn't keep records of them all):
Most of our radio or TV voice interviews would be conducted on the telephone from the office or
recorded TV interviews could be taped out in the HQ compound. Live TV meant a quick 10
minute drive down to the TV Station via Sniper's Alley., below. Going down to the TV station had
a couple of drawbacks. Firstly, you would probably get ambushed by two or three other TV
companies whilst you were there, and secondly, whilst away from the office you quickly got out
of touch with developments. It was often necessary to call the office for an update prior to the
next interview!
From the scribbler's
(written media) point of
view, time spent at the
TV station was time
wasted - you couldn't
be contacted by them.
Quite often the
scribblers would level
the complaint that they
received their
information from us
(the UN) via CNN or
Sky! Some of the time
I suppose this was
true. Interviews aside,
much of that Friday
was also spent,
briefing and being
briefed in the HQ. At
0815 hrs
Alex and I attended the
daily briefing on the overnight Bosnian and Bosnian Serb news given by Darko (a local Bosnian Croat
doctor and trusted interpreter). Then at 0830 into the main HQ briefing of the day attended by the
General, branch heads and a fair few hangers on. Weather, G2 and G3 followed by points from the
floor, including a quick resume of the international and local news from the Military Spokesman.
Immediately afterwards into the General's office for a more select session with just the Head of Civil
Affairs, COS, Chief Ops, MA and the two Spokesmen.
Here Alex and I were able to discuss our proposed line at the daily press conference with the
Commander and sometimes we would act the part of reptile, asking pointed questions: in a way,
General Smith had to endure a form of regular Press Conference at the hands of Ivanko and Coward.
By 0940 hrs, Alex and I were free to put together our Press Briefing - Alex would deal with the political
issues and creative condemnations, I would concentrate on the military activity. On 2 June this was the
number, condition and location of the hostages in Bosnian Serb hands, continued fighting around
Sarajevo, in the Majavica Hills and east of Gorazde, the destruction of the Gradiska Bridge by the HV
(Croatian Army), and further targeting of the UN on Mount Igman. Media questions would concentrate
on the hostages and our courses open. The bulk of my daily script was put together by the S02, Miriam
Sochaki of the French Navy.
I then edited the facts and tinkered with the English - it was I who would have to read it. We departed
the HQ for the briefing at the PTT building by 1040 in our comfortable, but unarmoured diesel Discovery
borrowed from the General's MA - there was no petrol available for our armoured Land Rover.

The press briefing that day was just like any other except that the room was full to overflowing - all the
TV networks were now in town and even The European had a correspondent there! (I never saw
anyone from The Sun) I don't remember the briefing as particularly hostile that day, but it was quite
drawn out with a few less than perceptive questions - there were a few new baby alligators at the pool.
Most of the old hands had a degree of sympathy for the UN's plight and understood the virtual
inevitability of what was happening, given the limited room for manoeuvre allowed by the international
community and the contradictions inherent in our mandate.
What space there was left at the back of the room was taken up by idle members of UNPROFOR
(JCOs, UNMOs and CIVPOL) who needed entertaining - I don't think they were that disappointed, it
certainly filled the time until lunch.
The afternoon was punctuated with interviews and telephone inquiries - we spent much of our time
treble - checking the hostage numbers. Zagreb were giving out different figures and a consistent line is
essential. As normal at 1800 hrs the branch heads met again in the Commander's office for a wash up
on the day. It was always a useful discipline and again the Spokesman would highlight the media's
interests and review the latest wire stories.
Sometimes the Wires were ahead of the UN and almost invariably their casualty figures were more
accurate - they had better access to the hospitals than we did. Interviews continued during the evening
and therefore there was no drinking that night: I treated interviews like driving; only one drink allowed you need your wits about you answering questions in public!

Bring a thick skin
It doesn't pay to be overly sensitive
as a Spokesman. You become the
public face of your organisation
and many a journalist prefaced his
or her question with, 'Don't take
this personally Gary, but...' It
helped enormously being part of a
team. At almost every press
briefing Alex was there to take the
heat off me, and I off him. Being
alone on the podium when the
news was difficult to put across
concentrated the mind somewhat!
On one occasion in April, I attempted
to explain the contradictory interim
findings of an inquiry into the murder
of French Corporal Eric Hardoin, shot
by a sniper whilst erecting anti-sniping
screens.
According to the report, there were
two shots; the first came from Serb
held Grbavica, the second and fatal
shot, appeared to be a different
calibre and may have been fired from Bosnian Government lines.
The international media could not believe this and long held the view that the UN was soft on the Serbs.
I was given a roasting.
A number of newspapers reported my discomfort' and under the headline 'In Bosnia, UN Shrouds
Soldier's Death in Wordy Confusion' the New York Herald Tribune ran a front-page story with extensive
quotes from Lieutenant Colonel Coward's explanation and one from Prime Minister Haris Siladzic,

'This attempt at an explanation is not only bizarre, it's third rate.' The local Bosnian media was incensed
and Ljiljan - the national weekly newspaper, ran a two-page article under the front-page headline, While
Captain Chanson Kills the Snipers, Lt Col Coward Drinks with the Serbian Dukes'. The story inside
even quoted the names of the snipers with whom I had supposedly got drunk!
Individuals too found time to express their displeasure at the UN through correspondence with
its Military spokesman. One American wrote on 12 June: 'Lt Col Coward - I have seen the
peacekeepers over there crawling on their bellies wearing bright blue berets. I've seen them
handcuffed at Serb targets. You are not taking care of your men. Your ROEs are perverse. If you
cannot do the business, get out of the business! You are, indeed, a coward! Sincerely, Judith'.
Thankfully, those like Judith were not in the majority, much of my personal mail was positive and one of
the most satisfying by-products of so much exposure has been the number of people from my past who
were moved by the sight or sound of Coward in the Balkans to re-establish contact.

Credibility the key
The half a dozen Dos and Don'ts mentioned earlier certainly stood me in reasonable stead throughout
my extended tour in UN Public Information. But there were other lessons too and much has been
passed on to the UN HQs in New York and Zagreb as well as to the FCO in London. My main
criticism of the organisation that I joined at the end of November 1994 was that it lacked an
information strategy.
There was no strategic guidance at all and no written lines to take on specific issues. Fred Eckhardt
during his time in Zagreb began to provide background information (lines to take) for Spokesmen to
utilise, but there was never any strategic guidance, only the occasional 'Annanogram' when New York
disapproved of something we may or may not have said. Sadly, it is not just a simple matter of drafting
strategic guidance. Once established, it is something that needs constant review and mission
interpretation to keep it up to date in the shifting sands of a multinational peacekeeping mission like
Bosnia.
It seems to me that the essence of being an effective Spokesman or public information officer is
credibility. Unless you are a complete natural, this is something you have to work at from the word go.
Even though my preparation time in Zagreb was cut prematurely short, I spent as much time as I
possibly could reading into the subject, trying to
improve my knowledge of the Balkans.
Then I got to know my Commander, the man for
whom I was to speak, as well as I could. The other
key members of the UN hierarchy were not neglected
either.
Almost as important was getting to know the
media, not only the individuals, but how they
were organised and what their objectives and
imperatives were. Gradually trust was built up
between us and I believe that Ivanko and Coward
established a reputation with the media for
honesty, candour and accessibility without being
a complete pushover.
Although the media would get frustrated that
they were not able to quiz General Smith, left,
from time to time, they eventually recognized that
we were in his confidence and that the lines we
took on his behalf were in harmony with his
views.

I think the UN probably regarded us as two safe pairs of hands. We didn't tell the media everything, but
we made an effort to be as open as possible, passing on important, accurate and timely information
without prejudicing ongoing operations or plans. Once established, we both jealously guarded our
credibility above all else.
I left Sarajevo at the end of July after having been completely wrapped up in a confused, compelling
and tragic piece of modern history in the making. The post of Military Spokesman had been a
tremendous challenge. It was very different from anything I had confronted previously; sometimes
frightening, often demanding but always stimulating and even at times fun. This was largely because of
the people involved; military, civilian, French, Spanish, Russian, Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, Canadian,
Bosnian, American and British.
I even made a few cold-blooded friends. Many told me that I would suffer excruciating
withdrawal symptoms and would need constant infusions of Balkan information. I took this
advice seriously and removed my family to the Eastern Mediterranean and a small boat without
a radio, TV or newsagent in sight. Alex described it as 'Chilling Out'. I wasn't aware of the
second HV offensive of the year until it was over, but by the end of August, I was taking a
newspaper and listening to Radio 4 again. I knew about the latest bout of NATO bombing as it
was happeing. It was time to return to the real world and then the phone rang: 'Lawrie Phillips
who?'

Breaking the rules: but the Aussies
had the last laugh
Ken Johnston, Chief Press Officer (Northern Ireland) Ministry of Defence
reminisces about his deployment to East Timor.
I CAN FULLY APPRECIATE how some might view it as a luxury to bathe in the warm waters off
East Timor in the company of good friends from both the Army and the RAF. But to put things
into some perspective – it was the first decent wash in a week and it took place under armed
guard as locals in Dili struggled to get back to a sense of normality after the withdrawal of
Indonesian forces.
It was a wash worth waiting for and went a long way to helping clear my nostrils from the pervasive
smell that lingered in the wake of murder and destruction in an exotic island I had only fleetingly heard
off before.

As media advisor when Ghurkha’s joined with Australians and New Zealanders under the UN
Peacekeeping Mission in 1999 my arrival in Dili followed a period of intense work up just outside
Darwin when international media descended in droves in the Northern Territories anxious to see for
themselves just what had been happening a 40-minute flight away.
We would go through the usual pre-deployment briefings – media filing and media facilities. But East
Timor was different and it was to bring home to me a number of invaluable lessons – not least of all
being flexible.
Some years later when working with the FPDA in Malaysia a local Colonel looked at me and said I
reminded him of Waylon Jennings – too polite at the time to know whether he was being
complimentary about the length of my hair or untrimmed moustache or being derogatory about my tax
returns I left it for several days before asking for an explanation. “You play at your own rhythms”, he
said simply. Well, East Timor helped to set some of those rhythms.
First of all, there was the Australian edict that all personnel going into East Timor had to be
inoculated against Japanese Encephalitis. I was told to report to the medical centre at Robinson
Barracks in Darwin. Well, by the time I arrived I found they were closed and when an Australian
officer asked if I had
“been to the medic centre” I was able to answer affirmatively. He didn’t pursue the issue to check I got
the jab. Never did.
Then when a well-known international journalist almost sparked an international incident at the Royal
Australian Air Force base I jumped myself up from a lowly media officer to a representative of HM
Government in order to take the heat out of the issue. It happened like this.

The journalist, his cameraman and his producer arrived in a cab to be on time to meet up with some
50other media that we were hoping to ferry across to Dili. They needed to sign in at the guardroom but
there were no empty parking spaces for their cab. The journalist got out – spotted keys in a car’s
ignition and ignored two youngsters strapped into the back as he jumped in and reversed the car to let
the cab in. They all managed to sign in and made their way to the airhead before the mother came out
from a separate office and discovered what had happened.

I was at the airhead with the rest of the media when the guardroom called me and tried to explain just
how angry this woman was – how seriously this would be viewed by the base commander and how it
could inflame tensions as far as the state capital. At the guardhouse I “formally” apologised to the
mother on behalf of the UK and assured her that the journalist would be dealt with. I had to soak up a
lot of angry “Sheila” adjectives about Mommies before heading up to confront the journalist and offload
some of the abuse I had been given.
He was in deep consultation with a number of other reporters and I didn’t want to make a scene or issue
in front of them and decided the best course of action would be to take his director to one side.
Drawing on impolite Ulster colloquialism I endeavoured to hammer home clearly how his actions were
beyond acceptable – that I had managed a delaying factor in tensions but that he needs to get his ego
into order or his physical demeanour might be reconstructed on the end of a boot. Well, you know
how the media feed off each other and how they have largely been trained at their mother’s knees as
the old biddies leaned over the garden fences to pass on information.
In less than ten minutes that one highly regarded hack was left isolated under a tree scanning his notes
as the rest of the journalists ignored him as a pariah. To get the media onto the airfield and to get them
cleared for onward into Dili I had to break the first cardinal rule and ignore just about every lesson in the
MoD’s Green Book.

The basic ethos was that if we were moving them into a potentially dangerous area we could have been
held to account for their safety and potentially their sustenance in an area where food – even water –
was at a premium.
And so, the second rule was broke – I scribbled out a disclaimer that they all signed. Effectively,
accepting transit to Dili with UK military but making no claims for protection, food, water or any other
means of support including medical and extraction.

In Dili I billeted with a Company of Ghurkha’s in a former UN bungalow and worked with the media as it
scrabbled out unearthing atrocity after atrocity whilst being supportive of the military mission to help
bring back some stability. The main lesson I learnt though, was on interpretation of military mission.
A patrol of Ghurkhas had been despatched to deliver aid to a village several miles from Dili. When the
patrol arrived, they discovered the villagers were being held by a rogue group on a nearby soccer pitch.
The company commander decided that his mission could not be completed without the release of the
villagers – after all a village is about people and buildings. And so, with a forward leaning show of
determined posturing the rogues fled leaving the villagers to walk back into their homes. Job done.
I heard of the actions when the patrol returned and called a news conference on the beach – next to a
heavily fenced and secured former hotel where the Australian forces were keeping their journalists. Well
within earshot of the Australian media hanging over the fence – we sold the story and it went global.
Two days later I was confronted by a senior Australian officer who was not amused and accused me of
“hyping” the story so that “goddamned Pommies got more publicity than necessary.” I walked away. But
the Australians did get revenge downstream.
I arrived home to London to find a summons in the mail. Seems I had parked facing the traffic
outside the Australian Armed Forces Recruiting Centre in Darwin – a fine of 25 Australian
dollars. Another bill I can never recoup from MoD.

Nick Robinson's ideas about how the
BBC can regain trust are valid
Graham Ruddick Media editor, The Guardian, Sunday 1 October 2017
NICK ROBINSON’S COMMENTS that attacks on the BBC and mainstream media were part of a
“guerrilla war” caused quite a stir last week. In a Guardian article extracted from a lecture in
memory of the broadcaster Steve Hewlett, the former BBC political editor and presenter of the
Today programme offered a thoughtful analysis of why research suggests trust in mainstream
media is eroding.
Part of the reason, he concluded, is that alternative news
sites ranging from the pro-Corbyn Canary to the right-wing
Westmonster are constantly criticising the BBC and other
newspapers.
“Our critics now see their attacks as a key part of their
political strategy. In order to succeed they need to
convince people not to believe ‘the news’,” he said.
“Attacks on the media are no longer a lazy clap line
delivered to a party conference to raise morale. They are
part of a guerrilla war being fought on social media day
after day and hour after hour.”
His reference to a “guerrilla war” prompted responses
from many of the publications mentioned in the article, including the Canary, Novara Media,
Westmonster and the New European.
These responses varied from anger that Robinson included them in the list with the others, to frustration
that he had not criticised the Daily Mail or the Sun, to claims that he had misunderstood their purpose.
Drew Rose, director of operations at the Canary, said the analogy of guerrilla war was “apt”, but only
because the left-wing site is fighting to serve the “swathes of the population that have been ignored or
otherwise failed by the established media”.
Robinson would not have been surprised by the responses. He had even said in the lecture that the
news sites would be “horrified” to be compared with each other. But the debate about these

publications risks taking away from Robinson’s proposals about how the BBC should respond – which
could have far more long-term significance.
Broadly speaking, Robinson suggested that the BBC should do more to engage with people
disillusioned with the news and those who get their updates from social media while “looking at their
phone on the loo”.
He also called for the BBC to promote and celebrate its impartiality by being more transparent about
how it reaches editorial decisions. This could include, Robinson suggested, publishing the BBC’s
“producers’ guidelines” in real time to demonstrate why a report has been worded a certain way, or
disclosing the discussions and decisions at editorial meetings. The consequence of this would be that
when the BBC received a complaint it could point to its workings.
This argument for greater transparency was already gaining traction within broadcasters before
Robinson’s lecture. Showing the effort, thought and discussions that have gone into a news broadcast
could be a way to counter the rise of fake news, as well as demonstrate the value of a news article over
a 140-word social media post.

The example Robinson gave was that during the Finsbury Park terrorist attack outside a mosque in
June, the BBC could have explained why it was not describing it as a terrorist act, which it did not for
some time.
However, there are questions about how or if this would work. The logistics of this transparency could
be tricky – how do you actually present it to the viewer, particularly when many will just want to focus on
the news itself? Also, will the transparency just demonstrate ingrained assumptions within the BBC
and mainstream media, which the alternative news sites claim is the source of their bias?
This discussion about how the media can respond to the declining trust and the rise of fake news was
also a topic at the Edinburgh TV festival, where Channel 4 presenter Jon Snow spoke movingly about
how the
Grenfell Tower fire had made him feel the media had become too removed from ordinary people’s lives.
Robinson also echoed Snow’s points about diversity – that the media can only represent the British
population properly by reflecting its diversity in terms of the workforce and thinking. This is why many

broadcasters are now taking diversity increasingly seriously – there is a recognition that if their
workforce does not reflect the make-up of the country then neither will their content.
Snow’s point about Grenfell was that the national media should have been aware before the
blaze that local residents were concerned about fire safety at the west London tower block. The
fact that they did not, suggests they were disconnected from the population. Snow and
Robinson, two of the most senior journalists at Channel 4 and the BBC respectively, have both
highlighted that the news media has much to ponder. The response will be fascinating

The BBC versus The Canary: two
experts have their say
From The Conversation, September 29, 2017
ACCORDING TO THE BBC’s Nick Robinson alternative news sites are waging a “guerrilla war”
against the BBC in an attempt to promote their own editorial agenda. He was speaking after The
Canary appeared to indulge in a “fake news” story about Laura Kuenssberg speaking at the Tory
party conference. We asked two media experts for their views. John Collins is a Senior Lecturer
in Broadcast Journalism, Nottingham Trent University and holds a freelance BBC contract. Tom
Mills is a Lecturer in Sociology, at Aston University and is a member of the Labour Party and
Momentum.
John Collins, writes: Whenever there was a fire drill at any BBC building I worked at, colleagues
would joke about the discarded copies of the Guardian, half-eaten pots of hummus and hastily snatched
Fitbit. That was the joke because that was the narrative. We were the left-leaning, liberal staff of the
BBC. We were the liberal metropolitan elite – but we were a weird form of elite where many set their
alarm at 4am and earned substantially less than the average wage of a firefighter, teacher or tube
driver.
The truth was, and remains, very different. BBC staff have a myriad of personal views while your local
BBC radio station likely orders more copies of the Daily Mail than any other newspaper.
A section of the right has always believed it leans to the left. Parts of the left have always thought the
reverse. The echo chambers of message boards and social media feeds now allow those with either
opinion to join forces and allow uncorroborated repetition the same gravitas as evidence.
The BBC is not anti-Jeremy Corbyn. Nor is it anti-Theresa May. Any journalist should look to comfort
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable. If you wish to run for the highest office in the land, prepare for
your policies, your previous and your personality to be held up to scrutiny. Laura Kuenssberg is disliked
by those on the left and those on the right. Why? She’s extremely good at her job: sceptical, tenacious
and occasionally abrasive.
The reputation of the Canary has surely been damaged by this situation being further inflamed by the
publishing of a clear untruth. There is a certain irony in its attack on the credibility of a journalist being
based on something that is so easily verified as being untrue. The attack may be considered “guerrilla
tactics” but only if those guerrillas were aiming to shoot themselves in the foot.
The BBC can do more to challenge accusations of bias. It needs to better represent the communities it
serves: through programming, staffing and the voices we hear. It needs to change top-down, naturally

conservative (note the small “c”) programmes such as Today, Question Time and The Andrew Marr
Show to better reflect the diverse, fluid views of its audiences.
A discussion is needed around the subtle but vital distinction between impartiality and balance. It’s
difficult not to conclude that the BBC’s pursuit of impartiality leads to imbalance. If 96% of scientists
hold one view and your debate contains one member of the 96% and one member of the 4%, your
debate will be impartial – but is it a balanced reflection of current thinking?

BBC Political Editor Laura Kuenssberg: PA Images/Dominic Lipinski
Blame policies, question tradition – but the day a journalist needs a bodyguard at a party conference is
the day you’ve lost your argument. This was the debate where The Spectator agreed with The New
Statesman, with the BBC right in the middle of the two. Isn’t that exactly how a balanced media should
look?
Tom Mills, Lecturer in Sociology writes: The reaction to The Canary article seems to me to have
been hysterical and a newspaper such as The Sun accusing another news organisation of spreading
“fake news” might be funny were it not tiresome.
If organisations like The Canary pose the problems for UK journalism that are being claimed, they are
only much paler versions of problems long exhibited by an overwhelmingly right-wing and unscrupulous
press. The power of these institutions is waning but they still wield considerable influence over our
politics – including indirectly via the BBC – where the press oligarchies have been able to set the
agenda if not the tone of reporting. This is a much more significant political issue than insinuations
made in a few articles on left-wing websites. The offending Canary article at least made mention of the
overall pattern of reporting on the BBC, citing a scholarly study.
Those interested in politics, the media – and the politics of the media – would do well to follow The
Canary’s lead and at least take note of the social scientific evidence. If the grave problems with our
public institutions, the BBC included, continue to be conflated with the grave problems of abuse of
women and minorities, then we will resolve neither.
There is a responsibility on all of us to challenge abuse in public life. This means doing our best to avoid
political criticisms slipping into personal abuse – most particularly when it is directed towards those who
in any case face structural disadvantages in politics and the media. Conversely though, it is for
precisely this reason that political criticism, opposition and even anger are not carelessly conflated with
abuse – or that the latter problem is not used as an alibi to dismiss the former.

In the case of Laura Kuenssberg, it is clear she has been the target of misogynistic abuse: a fact that
will not surprise any woman with a platform in journalism or politics. This needs to be taken seriously
and addressed and recognised as being symptomatic of a wider social problem.
As for the separate issue of political criticism: my own view, for what it’s worth, is that it is not helpful to
focus excessively on individual reporters in discussions of political bias in media organisations
(although Kuenssberg holds what is probably the most significant post in British political journalism and
so is hardly personally insignificant). The implication that Kuenssberg is personally hostile to Corbyn’s
Labour may be correct, who knows?
But the real issue is that the institution she represents is deeply embedded in the British Establishment.
As I outline in considerable detail in my book, the BBC has always been a “small-c” conservative
organisation, closely tied to the British state.
But since Thatcher it has also been integrated into the capitalist market and remodelled in
accordance with the neoliberal consensus. This has been reflected in the BBC’s reporting,
which has been implicitly and sometimes explicitly biased against Corbyn and his supporters,
precisely because they stand opposed to this consensus. Indeed, Kuenssberg herself was found
by the now defunct BBC Trust to have violated the BBC’s guidelines on impartiality and
accuracy in an early report on Corbyn.

What does 77th Brigade do?
By George Allison UK Defence Journal, June 21, 2016
Scribblings publishes this story from mid-2016 because the
question it poses still arises from readers. Hopefully, with the
formation of the Information Manoeuvre Division HQ, and the
release of yet unpublished papers delivered at the Defence
Equipment & Systems International exhibition in September- plus
the minimal publicity of the dispatch of an Information Manoeuvre
Team to take part in a Canadian exercise last month- we may hear
more in the near future. The
Pen & Sword Club would be delighted to host the Commander at
one of our monthly meetings.
THE 77th BRIGADE is responsible for "non-lethal warfare". Both the Israeli and US army already
engage heavily in these kinds of operations. The 77th will include regulars and reservists and
recruitment will begin in the spring. Soldiers with journalism skills and familiarity with social
media are among those being sought.
The Ministry of Defence said: "77th Brigade is being created to draw together a host of existing and
developing capabilities essential to meet the challenges of modern conflict and warfare. It recognises
that the actions of others in a modern battlefield can be affected in ways that are not necessarily violent.
The 2014 British Army Journal gives a detailed description on the 77th, which was called the Security
Assistance Group at the time, "the unit will be focal point for levers of soft power or persistent
engagement".
The 77th Brigade, despite media hype, is not a unit for psychological warfare. While several of the units
are dedicated to psychological warfare, this is not their only goal nor the primary mission of 77th
Brigade. The purpose unit is to aid in the mission of stabilisation.
"77th Brigade is the new name for the Security Assistance Group. Its continuing role includes:
Providing support, in conjunction with other Government agencies, to efforts to build stability overseas
and to wider defence diplomacy and overseas engagement leading on Special Influence Methods,
including providing information on activities, key leader engagement, operations security and media

engagement; Military capacity-building at various stages in the cycle of conflict, through mentoring,
support and training, including providing training support to Force Elements to enable delivery of
security assistance tasks. There will be 440 military posts in 77th Brigade. "
According to Penny Mordaunt, MP and Royal Navy Reservist: "Doctrine provides the philosophy and
enduring principles by which military forces guide their actions. 77th Brigade uses a combination of
NATO and UK doctrine including for Civil Military Cooperation, Security, Stabilisation, Information and
Media Operations, as well as Peace Support and Humanitarian Assistance.
The doctrine applied by 77th Brigade has been developed through collaboration with NATO
allies, within the UK military and with other Government Departments. It will also have called on
the experience and expertise of other nations and academia. The doctrine is dynamic, being
constantly tested against experience, and crafted for a contemporary environment, and will
therefore continue to develop as new or anticipated challenges appear. "

Royal Navy could lose 'fight on
beaches' ships in planned cuts
By Mark Urban Diplomatic and Defence Editor, Newsnight: 5 October 2017
THE ROYAL NAVY could lose its ability to assault enemy held beaches, under plans being
considered in the Ministry of Defence, BBC Newsnight understands. Two specialist landing
ships - HMS Albion and Bulwark - would be taken out of service under the proposals. The plan part of a package of cost-cutting measures - has caused alarm among senior Royal Marine
officers.
The MoD told the BBC that no decisions have been made yet and that discussion of options was "pure
speculation". It is understood the head of the Royal Navy, Admiral Sir Philip Jones, formulated the
move as part of a package designed to balance the books and free up sailors for the service's two new
aircraft carriers. Critics say the proposal would deprive the Royal Marines of its core mission.
Among other cuts envisaged are a reduction of 1,000 to the strength of the Royal Marines and the early
retirement of two mine-hunting vessels and one survey vessel.
A senior Royal Marine officer blamed the introduction of the
new carriers for exacerbating the senior service's financial
and manning problems. He told the BBC: "This is the worst
procurement decision of the past half century - that's what
the Royal Marines are being sacrificed for."
The proposed cuts are part of a raft of "adjustments" being
considered by all three services - the Royal Navy, the Army
and the Royal Air Force - as the Ministry of Defence
struggles to balance its books. The Royal Air Force could
slow down orders of its new F35 fighter, and the Army could
lose dozens of helicopters as part of their efforts towards
the same goal.
In 2015 there was a Strategic Defence and Security
Review, a paper intended to act as a blueprint for the
coming five years. However, the depreciation of sterling has
made big buys of foreign equipment more expensive and
the armed forces have crammed the programme with too many projects, creating a hole in the budget.
Under the 1997 defence review, a group of ships was created to improve the UK's ability to land its
commando brigade, even in the face of opposition. The helicopter carrier Ocean, two specialist
landing ships - Albion and Bulwark - and four logistic support ships were to be acquired to allow the

5,000-strong force to continue performing operations such as the 1982 Falklands landing, or the one on
the Faw peninsula during the 2003 Iraq conflict.
With the retirement of HMS Ocean already announced, and the new plans to lose the two landing ships,
the Royal Marines' ability to use landing or hovercraft to get ashore would be drastically curtailed.
In recent years, as an economy measure, the Royal Navy has only been crewing Albion or Bulwark
alternately - they are big ships, each requiring a complement of 325. While the government has
dubbed 2017 "the Year of the Royal Navy" and emphasised its commitment to a new national
shipbuilding strategy, observers at the MoD noticed that this blueprint contained no commitment to
renew the amphibious warfare fleet.
The service is already committed to putting its two new carriers into service, replacing Trident, buying a
new class of hunter-killer submarines, and two new types of frigate.
"The Royal Navy has got us into this mess", said a senior MoD figure, referring to the
department's budgetary black hole, "so it's up to them to take the pain necessary to get us out
of it". With budgetary responsibility devolved to service chiefs, it fell to the head of the Navy
Admiral Sir Philip Jones, to come up with proposals for how he could run the fleet.

Leadership, Honesty and Integrity
Urgently Required
By Howard Wheeldon FRAeS, October 9, 2017
RIGHT OR WRONG, the current round of negative speculation in regard of likely emerging cuts
to the Royal Navy, Royal Marines, Army and the Royal Air Force is hugely damaging not only to
our national defence and security, our standing in the world and unintended consequences that
lack of resolve and weakening of intention demonstrates to our allies but worse is the damage
that it does to the morale of our military personnel.
This past week, along with extended press, media and social media influence given to rumours and
notions that the MOD plans to cut the number of Royal Marines by maybe as much as one fifth, there
has also been some seemingly ‘well informed’ speculation that the Royal Navy might well be forced to
scrap two specialist landing ships, HMS Albion and HMS Bulwark.
The thought that we as a nation might do away
with our two-remaining amphibious assault
landing ships and further cut numbers of Royal
Marines has not surprisingly caused shock
waves across the defence community and
perhaps ‘woken-up’ those that had fallen for the
idea that because the defence budget is still
rising and that, as we keep being reminded in
respect of MOD methods of calculation, we are
still spending 2% of GDP on defence, that all is
far from well.
I have recently written in respect of my
concerns in respect of the military being
silenced in respect of providing their own views
but with news that emerged over the weekend
that one senior and highly respected Royal
Navy Officer has now resigned having merely
expressed concern at some of the above ‘cut’
suggestions, I am bound to ask how much longer before politicians in Westminster wake up to reality of
what really is going on inside the corridors of power rather than believing the constant round of positive

spin emanating from the Secretary of State for Defence. High time that they stopped burying their
heads in the sand?
Bad enough that Royal Navy might appears to be bearing the brunt of the latest round of cost pressures
and I am not about to get into the causes and reasons, some of which go back a very long way, here.
But it isn’t just the Royal Navy if speculation is to be believed, as equally well-informed sources are
suggesting that Army Air Corps might also be considerably shrunk – maybe by as much as one quarter
and also that the Royal Navy might also be forced to substantially cut numbers of Wildcat helicopters.
Yes, all of this is speculation and some if not all of it may well prove to be untrue but the trouble is that it
is out in the public domain and none of it has yet been denied.
From my perspective what hurts most is that whether true or false, speculation is damaging the
already weak morale of our soldiers, sailors and airmen. Equally important and what I find really
hard to comprehend, is that if some of the speculation is proved to eventually be correct then it
will prove that decisions currently being made inside the MOD are more than likely being made
outside of the separate Cabinet Office review that is supposed to be considering what the UK’s
national strategic priorities should be! SDSR 2010 lacked any vestige of coherent strategy and I
am bound to ask the question, are we by default about to repeat the process?
As already mentioned, on Saturday, Deborah Haynes, the Defence Editor of the Times, reported that
Rear Admiral Alex Burton, left, Commander of the UK’s
Maritime Forces - a brilliant Royal Navy officer who I know
well - and who is interestingly a former Commanding
Officer of HMS Bulwark, had resigned from the Royal Navy.
If true, I can only imagine that his departure has something
to do with voicing discontent in regard of navy cuts. I regret
this very much.
While I am yet to be in a position to either confirm or deny
the above resignation story, it is certainly true that on
Friday, in direct response to a tweet by Major General R
Magowan, Commandant General of the royal Marines,
Rear Admiral Burton had said that “I can work around the
temporary lack of a flattop (meaning an aircraft carrier) but I
couldn’t work around delivering theatre entry without HMS
Albion and HMS Bulwark”.
The loss of an important, vibrant and still relatively young
senior Royal Navy officer such as Alex Burton would be a
serious one for the Royal Navy to swallow in any event but
already that will have sent damaging shock waves
throughout the defence community. That Burton had the guts to provide some kind of warning to our
political masters that they risk going too far is to his eternal credit. Knowing him as I do, I also know that
he is not one who would venture such remarks without excellent reason.
It is just too bad that all we hear Ministers of the Crown saying is that all is well in defence, that we are
doing this, we are doing that and that we are growing defence.
Time and time again throughout this year we have heard the expression from the Secretary of State for
Defence that ‘this is the year of the Royal Navy’ and that ‘we are expanding the Royal Navy’ and yet no
mention about the debate over further intended serious cuts that is currently going on and that, if
reported speculation is to be believed, could well see another two hugely important Royal Navy ships
be decommissioned along with the already confirmed action to decommission HMS Ocean.
The dishonesty, the lack of lack of integrity of those in charge of UK defence has now sunk to new lows
and I am bound to wonder how our silenced military leaders are able to cope. Of course, the answer to
that they can and do cope because it is their ‘duty’ to so do and because that is what they have been
trained to do. But while I have lived through and talked of many a worse situation than what may be
about to unfold, my view is that the unfolding situation, intended and unintended leaks and the

damaging speculation that occurs as a result of both, simply beggar’s belief. I feel absolutely ashamed
at some of what I am hearing and, just as those that have voted with their feet and left the military over
recent years, I feel utterly let down by the
current Secretary of State for Defence.
Such has been the external ‘denial’ that a
defence budget crisis even exists, unless the
Secretary of State for Defence, Sir Michael
Fallon gets to grips with the worsening
situation soon, particularly given the rising
level of geo-political tensions and threats, and
starts to bring some order, honesty, integrity
and leadership into what appears to have
been allowed to become a very disorderly
situation, I am bound to consider that the only
satisfactory way out for him would be pass the
mantle of Defence portfolio responsibility to
someone who can restore confidence.
We have, in my view, been burying our heads in the sand for far too long and I include myself in that for
allowing myself to believe that when the review process is complete we might see some sound policy
emerging from a well thought out and agreed strategy for future defence and security.
We may all love to hear our senior politicians using the two new aircraft carriers and the standing up of
‘carrier strike’ as an excuse to talk of extending UK presence but it is high time that we told the whole
story as well. For instance, even when one of our new carriers has received a handful of UK procured
F35’B’ STOVL aircraft on board, in order to have anywhere near the level of air power capability
required at sea, to protect the carriers and to be able to fully demonstrate deterrence, we will not be
able to do this on our own and with our own capability. For ‘carrier strike’ to work will require that we
accommodate US Marine Corp F-35’s. Nothing wrong in that but for heaven’s sake, let’s be honest
about it.
These days, all we seem to get from defence leadership are half-truths and denials. With further
possibly substantial cuts looming it seems to me that if the speculation and testing of the water is to be
believed, rather than this being ‘the year of the Royal Navy’ it may well end up yet being regarded as
quite the opposite of that.
Last week at the Conservative Party Conference when he implied that Britain should be spending more
than 2% of its GDP on defence, Sir Michael Fallon reasoned that Britain needs to increase spending on
its Armed Forces in the face of growing threats from terrorism and states such as Russia and North
Korea. Most if not all of us in the defence community would agree with that but does Sir Michael really
mean what he says? I doubt that he does and that this is merely political rhetoric, nice sounding words
that will be picked up and spun by the gallery.
Even if he did believe what he said and was prepared to fight in Cabinet to action it, what’s the betting
that what they might well do is increase funding but also placing more onto the defence budget that is
currently on other budgets such as DfID and maybe, aspects of Home Office expenditure?
On the other hand, if such remarks were meant to be a shot across the bows of a Treasury that appears
more determined than ever to rein back spending on defence, whilst I would of course welcome it I am
bound to fear that it will have already have fallen on deaf ears in buildings on the left-hand side of
Whitehall.
I noted with some pleasure yesterday that former Parliamentary Under-Secretary at the Ministry of
Defence from 2010 to 2012, Sir Gerald Howarth also chose to launch a broadside at Sir Michael Fallon
when speaking at a ‘fringe’ conference event last week by reminding him that ensuring we have
sufficient capability requirement is far more than being just about talking numbers. I couldn’t agree
more.
It is all very well the Secretary of State for Defence to go on repeating as he does, that Britain has
ordered the first batch of Type 26 anti-submarine Frigates, that we have launched the Type 31 ‘General

Purpose Frigate’ programme this
year, that we have ordered
another Astute class submarine,
begun work on the Successor
class nuclear submarine
programme, seen the first new
Queen Elizabeth aircraft carrier
for the Royal Navy embark on
sea trials and then come into her
home port of Portsmouth for the
first time and also naming of the
second ship, HMS Prince of
Wales, all of which is true. But if
you are planning to
decommission ships that we
need now and tomorrow such as
HMS Ocean, HMS Bulwark and
HMS Albion without there being
suitable replacement capability and capacity having been properly considered and before the other new
ships being built have been commissioned, then what you are doing is weakening the Royal Navy
rather than growing it.
As in so many other aspects of UK Defence for which he alone is responsible, Sir Michael Fallon is
often vague and talks with forked tongue. His persistent reminders that the Government is increasing
spending on defence by £500 million in each of the next four remaining years has a very hollow ring
particularly when we look at how, day by day, UK defence is continually being hollowed out.
The truth is that unlike the position that existed ten and 20 years ago and despite what he says publicly,
Britain is no longer looked up to by our allies in respect of defence capabilities that is has and can
offer. The US may well be prepared to continue working with us and to help us as our main ally in
NATO and thank heavens for that, but they also know well that as an ally Britain is now extremely
limited in what it can do and in what it is able to support in respect of future deployment. They very
much regret that!
Yes of course, we do still play a very large part in NATO and there can be no argument that Britain still
remains the largest European contributor to the alliance. So, it should. Yes, we do still have a level of
capability that is sufficient to enable our continuing to play a significant role within NATO and in
defending our own skies and shores, playing the necessary role in provision of humanitarian aid,
policing and supporting at some of our vulnerable dependent territories and deploying troops when
required.
The Royal Air Force, the Royal Navy and the Army continue to be deployed in various international
theatres but if you were to ask the question whether they could do that much more than they are
currently doing then I fear that the answer is most probably no.
Not once has the Secretary of State or any of his junior ministerial team admitted in public that the
current defence budget deficit mess that they are struggling to resolve exists let alone admitting the fact
that considerable work is going on inside the MOD and at military establishments looking at more ways
of reducing costs.
Yes, there has been some recognition of the wider Cabinet Office led refresh review of future defence
and security requirements but again, not once has Sir Michael admitted that intentions behind SDSR
2015 had been far too over-ambitious, that there was insufficient funding behind them or even that
SDSR 2010, for which Sir Michael was not personally responsible for overseeing, had irrevocably
damaged UK defence capability and left us with little more than the hollowed out force we have today.
As I have already implied, if Alex Burton really is leaving the Royal Navy he will be doing so for
the most honourable of reasons. Others have left the armed forces for similarly honourable
reasons too whilst many others have voted with their feet to depart for personal reasons of

discontentment. One of those said to me recently that he was leaving “because having lived
under a 1% pay rise/freeze for heaven only how many years and that it would be foolish to stay in
a career that is paying you less [after inflation] each year”. People he said “would be idiots to
remain” and went on to remind that the married quarter crisis has yet
As I mentioned in last week’s defence paper, the MOD led reviews looking at immediate and future
defence capability and procurement needs and potential cost savings together with the separate
Cabinet Office led ‘refresh’ of defence and security strategy are well under way now and it is
increasingly clear that the individual service chiefs who, allow me to remind, are now responsible for
their own budgets, are under huge pressure from ministers to come up with more solutions that might
ease the current budget overspend.
These are clearly very difficult times for the First Sea Lord, the Chief of the Air Staff and Chief of the
General Staff and their respective teams as they search hard and look for ways to further cut the cost of
defence whilst retaining what they consider to be necessary capability.
Like everyone else, I regret that we now find ourselves in the position that we do and that once again
we are being forced to find even more savings by cutting capability but, whether we like it or not, we are
where we are. Defence is, as I often remind, a political choice and I am afraid that in a nation that lacks
conviction and leadership and one in which our political masters are rather content to play to the gallery
and respond to media rather than leading from the front, what on earth can you expect?
The past few weeks has seen far too many press and media reports claiming to know what the MOD
review process has already decided in respect of cuts to the Royal Navy and the Army to allow for
denial. Thus, I would be stupid to deny that some of what has been reported has to be true and I am
well aware that much of what has been written, published and spoken has come from informed
comment or should I say, leaks from the Cabinet Office and elsewhere. What worries me most about
this, apart from the fear that we will live to regret cutting capacity further, is the damage that all this
dangerous speculation does to the morale of those in the military.
Given what I do professionally, you will not be surprised to learn that over the past few weeks I
have received no end of calls asking me to respond to the various press and media articles that
claim to know what is likely to emerge in the next round of defence cuts. More normally in such
situations, I rarely if ever attempt to answer to speculation choosing discretion over valour and
better to lie low and gulp at some of what I may have heard. That position remains for now –
whatever I may think that I know I will keep to myself and what I do not know, I cannot possibly
say.
That does not stop me from reminding all of you what
some of the press and media suggestions have been.
For instance, a report from the BBC on Friday
suggested that the Royal Navy “could lose its ability to
assault enemy held beaches, under plans being
considered in the Ministry of Defence”.
We were told that the BBC understands “that the head
of the Royal Navy, Admiral Sir Philip Jones, has
formulated moves to cut two specialist landing ships,
HMS Albion and HMS Bulwark (along with the already
announced plan to retire HMS Ocean) as part of a
package designed to balance the books and free up
sailors for the service's two new aircraft carriers and
that there will be a reduction of 1,000 in the number of
Royal Marines along with the early retirement of two
mine-hunting plus one survey vessel.
In addition, we were told that plans exist to retire two
mine-hunting vessels and one survey vessel. Some
weeks ago, the Times told us that the Royal Air Force
could slow down orders of F-35 Joint Strike Fighter and

that the Army could lose dozens of helicopters as part of their efforts towards the same goal. The only
thing that is certain is that reasoning the inability of the MOD to create the £11 billion of required
savings that were announced in SDSR 2015 and that were the basis on which large scale procurement
of various programmes was planned together with factors arising from the depreciation of sterling and
the negative impact that this has on procurement purchases of foreign equipment making them even
more expensive is correct.
So where are we going from here? With the centrally held ten-year near £10.7 billion contingency fund
probably all but used up and with little scope to cut the near £9 billion that is spent on military personnel
unless the Army takes a major hit on number (it is I think a given that the Royal Navy is short of
personnel and the Royal Air Force barely able to manage on those that it has) scope for personnel cuts
is limited.
For the record, roughly 40 per cent of the defence budget is spent on maintaining existing
equipment together with procurement of new equipment. As said above, about 30 per cent is
spent on personnel and the rest on a mixture of infrastructure, pensions, consultancy,
consumables and other related costs. Within a ten-year £178 billion equipment spending plan
annual expenditure is running at around £16 billion per annum is, if I remember correctly, based
on inflation plus one per cent annual income.

By Patrick Tucker, technology editor for Defense One. Patrick is the author of The Naked
Future: What Happens in a World That Anticipates Your Every Move? (Current, 2014).
Previously, Tucker was deputy editor for The Futurist for nine years.

THE FUTURE IS LITTLE TEAMS operating on land, in the air, and online, taking on enemies that
haven’t declared themselves. The U.S. Army’s new draft strategy for 2025 to 2040 expects
enemies to attack ever more lethally in multiple domains — land, sea, air, space, and online —
while blurring the distinction between peace and war. To meet these foes, the strategy says, the
Army of the future must be much more mobile, with small teams that can fight like today’s large
units — and do it in every domain of warfare, simultaneously.
The Army’s Training and Doctrine Command, or TRADOC, creates guides that the Army uses to draft
field manuals and train troops for tomorrow’s fights. On Monday, they released a draft of their newest
“concept document” that lays out the Army’s best guess about the enemy of the future.

Titled “Multi-Domain Battle: Evolution of Combined Arms for the 21st Century, 2025-2040,” it repeats
one key point over and over again: Adversaries will make life as difficult as possible for U.S. troops by
not declaring themselves to be the enemy, or, as the concept puts it, by “combining regular and
irregular forces with criminal and terrorist enterprises to attack the Joint Force’s vulnerabilities while
avoiding its strength.”
That idea is not entirely new. The world got a great glimpse of what modern, blended warfare looks like
when thousands of little green men invaded Ukraine’s Crimean peninsula in 2014. “Adversaries have
blurred the distinction between actions ‘below armed conflict’ and ‘conflict,’ enabling the achievement of
strategic military objectives short of what the U.S. traditionally considers ‘war,’” the document says. The
concept goes on to describe four other reasons the Army cannot successfully fight wars the way it has
in the past:
The exponential speed of information technology. U.S. forces can’t assume that they will have the best
phones, drones, or computer hardware on the battlefield. As computers get smaller, cheaper, and more
widely available, U.S. tech advantages will disintegrate. Warfare will be much more urban. Some 60
percent (conservatively) of the Earth’s population will live in cities in 2030, many in megacities with
populations of more than 10 million. This is where adversaries will try to engage U.S. forces, not in open
fields or deserts where today’s Army and its enormous battle vehicles have the advantage.
The internet will be a key aspect of the battlefield, not just in terms of trading cyberattacks with enemy
hackers but in the need to constantly and expertly shape global opinion about the conflict. Troll armies
spreading fake news and disinformation, coupled with enough social-media traffic to overwhelm
opensource analysts, could “complicate the [Army’s] ability to gain and maintain an accurate, up-todate,
intelligence-driven understanding of the situation, as well as control of the information environment,” the
document says.
Every bad guy becomes The Joker. The Army sees a rise of “Super-empowered individuals and small
groups” who can “use access to cyberspace, space, and nuclear, biological, radiological, and chemical
weapons of mass effects to change the battlespace calculus and redefine the conditions of conflict
resolution.” Read that to mean: lone wolves and minuscule teams with the power to rival many of
today’s nation-states.
Even the spread of personal phones and the internet of things will make U.S. troops easier targets.
“Unmanaged signatures will become a critical U.S. vulnerability because the adversary’s forces will
increasingly possess the ability to find and attack U.S. and allied forces at strategic, operational, and
tactical distances simultaneously,” the document says.
To fight in this environment, the Army will move toward smaller, much more versatile, and more
capable formations — somewhat like today’s special operations forces that can embark on a
wide variety of missions. These “semi-independent” formations won’t just be tasked with
winning territory and holding it. They’ll have to do everything from flying drones (and defending
against them) to shooting missiles deep into enemy territory (and getting the targeting data to
do it) to outflanking the bad guys in cyberspace.
And they’ll have to do it with less protection. “Formations must manoeuvre semi-independently, without
secured flanks, constant communications with higher headquarters, and continuous lines of
communications,” the document says.
The “semi-independent” part is key. The Army still sees these smaller groups as connected to a much
larger whole — perhaps even more so — but that doesn’t mean a return to large tank formations. Nor
does it mean that every tiny, mobile, Swiss-Army-knife formation will also carry an enormous missile
battery. Rather, little teams will have to be able to access capabilities like drones and fire support from
somewhere, but the capabilities themselves will likely be shared — similar to how people use Uber
This idea of small, nimble, loosely connected nodes in sprawling networks fits well with what
other services’ leaders have described as the future of the Navy and the Air Force. It’s a future
where every nodes become smaller, and where connections grow in number even as
connectivity itself is challenged.

Revealed: catalogue of failings that sank
Falklands warship HMS Sheffield
Declassified report into disaster reveals officers ‘mesmerised’ by sight of
incoming missiles failed to raise alarm, claims The Guardian on Sunday 15
October 2017

THE CATALOGUE OF ERRORS and failings that ended in the sinking of a Royal Navy destroyer
during the Falklands War has been disclosed after being covered up for 35 years. Twenty people
died and 26 were injured when HMS Sheffield was hit by an Argentinian Exocet missile during the
early days of the 1982 conflict. It was the first Royal Navy warship to have been lost in combat
since the second world war.
The report of the board of inquiry into the loss of the Sheffield, which has finally been declassified, The
board found that two officers were guilty of negligence, but they escaped courts martial and did not face
disciplinary action, apparently in order to avoid undermining the euphoria that gripped much of the UK
at the end of the war.
A heavily censored summary of the board’s findings was released by the Ministry of Defence in 2006,
but the redaction concealed all the board’s key conclusions and criticisms, including the findings of
negligence. Also hidden was the board’s warning that there were “critical deficiencies” in the
firefighting equipment then aboard type 42 destroyers such as the Sheffield.
Marked “Secret – UK Eyes Bravo”, the full, uncensored report shows: Some members of the crew were
“bored and a little frustrated by inactivity” and the ship was “not fully prepared” for an attack. The antiair
warfare officer had left the ship’s operations room and was having a coffee in the wardroom when the
Argentinian navy launched the attack, while his assistant had left “to visit the heads” (relieve himself).
The radar on board the ship that could have detected incoming Super Étendard fighter aircraft had been
blanked out by a transmission being made to another vessel. When a nearby ship, HMS Glasgow, did
spot the approaching aircraft, the principal warfare officer in the Sheffield’s ops room failed to react,
“partly through inexperience, but more importantly from inadequacy”.
The anti-air warfare officer was recalled to the ops room, but did not believe the Sheffield was within
range of Argentina’s Super Étendard aircraft that carried the missiles.

When the incoming missiles came into view, officers on the bridge were “mesmerised” by the sight and
did not broadcast a warning to the ship’s company.
The board of inquiry found the anti-air warfare officer’s mistake was based on his reading of an
intelligence assessment of the Argentinian threat, which had arrived on board in “a sizeable and
daunting bundle” of paper that was difficult to comprehend. While the ship’s company were aware of
the threat posed by Exocet missiles, some appear to have thought the Sheffield was beyond the range
of the Super Étendard aircraft, because they were unaware the planes could refuel in mid-air.

The board also concluded it was “unfortunate” that the Sheffield’s captain, the submariner Sam Salt,
and his second-in-command, a helicopter officer, had “little or no relevant recent surface ship
experience”. In the event, nobody called the captain. His ship did not go to “action stations”, did not fire
off any clouds of chaff in an attempt to deflect the Exocets, and did not turn towards the incoming
missiles in order to narrow the Sheffield’s profile. Moreover, some of the ship’s weapons were unloaded
and unmanned, and no attempt was made to shoot down the incoming missiles.
One of the Exocets slammed into the Sheffield’s starboard side about 8ft (2.4 metres) above the
waterline, ripping a hole 4ft high and 15ft long. It penetrated as far as the ship’s galley, where eight
cooks are thought to have been killed instantly. Fire erupted within seconds and the ship filled with
smoke. Twelve people were thought to have been overcome by fumes, including five who remained on
duty in the Sheffield’s computer room until it was too late for them to attempt escape. Some of the
wounded suffered serious burns.
The report says the firefighting efforts “lacked cohesion” and were “uncoordinated”, and that although
the crew attempted to tackle the blazes, “it was not clear where the command of the ship was located”.
The main pipe through which water was pumped for firefighting had been ruptured, while several pumps
failed and forward escape hatches were found to be too narrow for people wearing breathing apparatus.
The ship’s company were unable to bring the blaze under control and Salt gave the order to abandon it.
The Guardian understands that at the time the board’s findings were suppressed, the British
government was attempting to sell type 42 destroyers. In London on the evening of the attack, 4 May
1982, the defence secretary, John Nott, told the Commons that the Argentinian fighter had probably
flown in under the navy’s radar. The next day, the French manufacturer of the Exocets, Aérospatiale,
issued a statement describing its missile as infallible. Fleet Street newspapers informed their readers

about this “awesome, space-age weapon”, and described it as “a missile that couldn’t miss”. In fact, it
appears that later in the Falklands war, some were successfully deflected with chaff.
The fire on board the Sheffield burned for two days. Six days after the attack, according to the official
account, the ship sank while being towed. The Guardian has learned that it may have been scuttled.
Only one body was recovered from the vessel. Reporting in July 1982 to the navy’s commanderinchief, Admiral John Fieldhouse, the board of inquiry said it had concluded that the Sheffield’s on
watch principal warfare officer in the ops room had been negligent for failing to react in line with
standard doctrine and training.
The board also found the anti-air warfare officer had been negligent because his “lengthy absence” from
the ops room meant an important air-defence facility was not manned. The report notes that 12 minutes
after impact, this officer was still insisting the ship had not been struck by a missile.
However, Fieldhouse ruled that the two officers would not
face any sanction. In September 1982 he informed the MoD –
in a letter that has also been declassified – that although both
men had “prima facie demonstrated negligence”, they would
not face courts martial, disciplinary action or any form of
formal administrative proceedings.
Instead, Fieldhouse decided, he or one of his staff officers
would speak to each officer, to “ensure that each fully
understands the situation”.
The Guardian understands that one was subsequently
promoted, reaching the rank of captain, and served in the
Royal Navy for a further 20 years. Clive Ponting, then a senior
civil servant in the MoD, said the loss of the Sheffield was too
great a catastrophe for the full facts to be made public. “Most
people were clear that there wasn’t going to be public blame
for mistakes that had been made,” Ponting said.
Ponting was arrested in 1984 after he exposed another of the
war’s secrets: that the Argentinian cruiser General Belgrano
had been sailing away from the Falkland Islands when it was
sunk by a Royal Navy submarine, resulting in the loss of 323
lives, and that ministers had misled parliament and the public
about the episode. He was charged under the Official Secrets
Act, but acquitted by an Old Bailey jury.
Admiral Sandy Woodward, who commanded the Royal Navy taskforce that had been sent to the
Falkland Islands, noted in his book about the campaign that when the Sheffield had been attacked
there had been “some kind of gap in her ops room and no action was taken”.
Woodward added that Fieldhouse had decided there should be no courts martial, “to avoid, he told me,
the more doubtful cases creating the wrong atmosphere in the press and souring the general euphoria”.
Even two months after the attack, the board of inquiry was uncertain whether the Exocet’s warhead had
detonated.
Although crew members were convinced it had detonated, the board’s five members eventually
concluded that it had not, and reported that the fire had been caused by the missile’s propellant, only
40% of which had been used during its flight. A fresh MoD reassessment made public in 2015
concluded that the warhead had exploded.
However, the Guardian has heard claims that the MoD had previously developed an electronic
countermeasure that could switch off the Exocet’s fusing mechanism once the missile’s radar locked on
to a warship. This would explain a failure to detonate, but would have required the installation of a
signal receiving mechanism while the missiles were under construction at Aérospatiale’s factory in
Toulouse.

The officers and crew of the Sheffield were always aware there had been serious errors and
failings before the sinking of the ship. In 2001, facing accusations of a cover-up, the MoD issued
a statement confirming that the anti-air warfare officer had not been in the ops room before the
attack warning, but insisted this was because he was not required and was “attending duties
elsewhere”. Five years later, after a campaign by ex-service personnel, the MoD released the
heavily redacted summary of the board’s report.

Mentions in Despatches
Scribblings once again looks back and uses Despatches, the
TAPIO Journal to highlight past years. A popular section of
the journal was Charivari, the work of Editor Lt Colonel
Lawrie Phillips, left. Lawrie and his camera popped up on
ops and exercises and his selection of stories reflected the
purple nature of media operations in the 1990s.
Lawrie covered the Royal Navy, the Army and the Royal Air
Force special news and found space to report the passing of
a Ministry of Defence Stalwart Derrick Knight.
Well known to TAPIOs, Derrick was often regarded as the
quiet man in the corner of MOD public information. But as
Captain Knight he landed in Normandy with his camera at DDay and served with distinction in the Army Film and
Photographic unit. Lawrie’s comments on media ops in the
mid-Nineties are below:

Exploit the good: limit the damage…
THE OLD CLAIM that 'all publicity is good publicity' is nonsense. It may still be valid for the odd,
fading film star but not for public bodies today; and certainly not for the Army. Only some
publicity is good publicity; some is unquestionably bad and diminishes our cause. This fact is
inescapable. This is our P Info start line.
Good publicity, of course, greatly reinforces a good cause and enhances an organisation's public
standing. Bad publicity, whether deserved or not, diminishes both good and bad, the deserving and the
undeserving alike. The role of the military public relations officer, like that of his civilian counterpart, is to
exploit the good and to limit the likely damage of the bad.
Publicity is a mainstream element in public life today. It will not go away. Deciding to not have publicity
is not an option available. The Army, like other major public and commercial organisations, will attract
publicity whether it wants it or not. It must make proper provision to deal with it to best advantage.
Publicity and how to survive it was not, a generation ago, the consuming preoccupation that it is today.
When, in 1992, Anthony Sampson revisited the British power structure for a new edition of his Anatomy
of Britain, first published in 1962, he wondered what single factor had most transformed the British
scene. He concluded that it was publicity.
In the early 1960s publicity, or rather the absence of it, did not cause anxiety or any sense of corporate
deprivation. The City, for example, assumed, probably rightly at the time, that publicity was the prelude
to disaster.
Today the scene is much changed and is far less innocent. Almost every public corporation, council,
pressure group, quango, society and professional body has its Director of Information with a brief to

publicise its work and achievements. Chairmen, ministers and even generals are groomed in interview
techniques.
'Bliss was it in that dawn to be on the BBC Radio Today programmer but to have the slot just before the
0800 News was perfect heaven '
Where does all this lead us? What is certain is that the Armed Forces cannot opt out. They need
publicity to effect their accountability to the public, to present themselves as well-trained, efficient and
cost-effective and to explain what they are doing, where and how. Quiet competence appears no
longer to be enough and credit is registered only if excellence or achievement is also publicised.
Publicity and news reporting in general is a fast and accelerating business.
'Why the Hell', asks Wilfrid Thesiger, 'should you want to know there's been a massacre in Rwanda one
hour after it happened?' The answer is that the world does expect to know and to know quickly. Live
broadcasting from the scene of the event is routine and expected. The whole news business gets faster
and more competitive by the day. Technical advances leap ahead with bewildering speed facilitating
ever-faster news reporting and transmission. The publicist has to be very quick off the mark to succeed
and to survive.
It has been suggested elsewhere that the greatest gift which a fairy godmother could bestow
upon a favourite godchild is publicity. Whether this inheritance proves a blessing or a curse will
depend largely on the calibre of the godchild's public relations officer.

THE WALES ON SUNDAY deputy editor,
Yvonne Ridley - TAPIO Captain Yvonne
McIntosh AGC(SPS)(V) - has broken
through another glass ceiling to become
the first female sports columnist on
Thomson Regional Newspapers.
McIntosh, the highest placed woman
executive in TRN, has been giving the
Principality a waspish view of its sporting
life.
She was invited to the awards night in
Cardiff of the Football Association of
Wales traditionally a m e n - o n l y occasion - and delighted that her presence required the
master of ceremonies to address throughout the evening with the unfamiliar call Lady and
gentlemen'. Even though she wore a black-tie outfit as a tongue-in-cheek gesture it failed to put
all the men at ease. Newcastle-born McIntosh said 'I was sat at the same table as Manchester
United's Ryan Giggs.
He was very shy and unable to pluck up courage to ask me for my autograph ' She looks forward
to more women making it into the top jobs in journalism. 'There's a kind of pressure being the
odd one out', she says. 'Some people treat you no differently while others look at you as though
you had two heads'.
Top management beware - this woman from Newcastle is as deadly with a 9mm Browning as she
is with a pen.
MAJOR ROGER HUDSON PWRR(V), the Station Manager of SSVC/BFBS in Germany, has just
had a busman's holiday in northern Norway. He was sent to run an exercise radio station in an
APIC at Bardufoss during Arctic Express 94, the ACE Mobile Force deployment. He was in his
element professionally but not climatically. 'It was one of the most arduous TAPIO taskings I
have undertaken said Hudson, who had to broadcast live every day in a one-man operation.
Reporting, recording, editing and then presenting at the end of each day was a major challenge'.
The sheer effort of operating 250 miles inside the Arctic Circle and trying to keep up with Royal
Marine Commandos was considerable. 'I have short legs and I wore DMS boots in deep snow',

he recalls. 'The result was painful. The sounds effects, however, were magnificent'. A pretty
good show from a chap barely recovered from major heart surgery.
Major Hudson interviews the ACE Mobile Force artillery commander for transmission on Radio
Rein, the radio station run by the Norwegian APIC during Exercise Arctic Express 1994 in
Bardufoss, northern Norway
TAPIO VETERANS of that earlier United Nations 'Coalition' operation in the Gulf, Lieutenant
Colonel Colin Mason RRW(V), Captain Anthony Fairbanks-Weston R ANGLIAN(V) and Major
Peter Griffiths LI(V), have received yet another medal for their time in the desert. At the May
1994 training weekend at Winterbourne Gunner the Senior TAPI0, Colonel Mike Peters,
presented their Kuwait Liberation Medals awarded by the Saudi Arabian Government.
WITH THE SAND from the invasion beaches at Arromanches still on his boots after the D-Day
50th anniversary events in Normandy, Lieutenant Colonel Lawrie Phillips RE(V) returned to his
civilian post as Head of Publicity at the Ministry of Defence and volunteered for a four-month
tour as Chief of Public Information to Commander British Forces in Bosnia. 'I went up to Thomas
Cook in The Strand, paid in my French francs, drew out my Deutschmarks, swapped my black
beret for blue one and soon found myself in that most desirable of Balkan resorts, Gornji Vakuf',
says Phillips ‘It was a splendid professional challenge and a very great privilege to serve out in
Bosnia' said
Phillips, pictured centre, ‘I had an excellent team which included fellow TAPIOs, those stalwarts
Major David Falcke KINGS, left, with whom I had worked so recently at Arromanches, who ran
the press office at Vitez, and Captain Tristan Lovering RA who commanded News Team West
down at Split'. Phillips returned to the UK in November and was relieved by yet another TAPIO,
Major Jim Campbell, RRW(V) the P Info Officer at HQ 160 (Wales) Brigade at Brecon
BEFORE PASSING by operations in
Former Yugoslavia readers will wish
to see this United Nations official
standing Rommel-like in the turret of
a French VAB armoured car on
Mount Igman near Sarajevo last
September. The official is the
wellknown staff writer and
photographer for
UNPROFOR NEWS, Endi Baridz,
whose by-line over an article in
Serbo-Croat appears opposite. A
closer look at the official's face will determine that Endi Baridz is in fact TAPIO Captain Andy
Burridge of the Royal Monmouthshire Royal Engineers (Militia) who is working on contract to
the United Nations and based in Zagreb.
THE AIR PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSOCIATION (APRA), founded in 1947 by a group of ex-Second
World War RAF public relations officers, has presented its prestigious C.P. Robertson
MemorialTrophy for 1993 (it is awarded retrospectively) to 7644 Flight RAFVR for “its constant
effort over many years in interpreting the RAF to the public.”
The moving spirit behind APRA was C.P. 'Robbie' Robertson CBE, who had been with the press
side of the Air Ministry since 1918 following service in the Royal Flying Corps. In 1947 he was
appointed Director of RAF Public Relations but he died in February that year, three months
before APRA first met. The origins of No 7644 itself go back to the Second World War
when journalists were recruited for PR duties in the Air Ministry. Among them was H.E. Bates.
Members of the Flight have served wherever the RAF has operated and they were in the Gulf
theatre in advance of the Queen's Order in Council which mobilised the Reserves.

THE DEATH on 20 February 1994 of the distinguished
wartime film maker and photographer Derrick Knight,
later a stalwart of the Defence Press Office, was covered
by full obituaries in all the London broadsheets. Knight,
who had worked in films before joining the Royal
Artillery in
1939, became a founder member of David McDonald's
Army Film Unit which went out to join the 8th Army.
Many of the lasting images of the North African
campaign were recorded by Derrick Knight.
He landed in Sicily and at Salerno and narrowly escaped
death when his unit was attacked by the Germans near
Pompeii. Only Knight and Daily Mirror photographer Bela
Zola escaped alive. Shortly afterwards Knight was made
MBE (Military).
Knight landed in Normandy in 1944 and was wounded at
Caen. He was later sent by Major General Lord Burnham, Director of Army PR, as a lieutenant
colonel to command the newly-formed film unit in SE Asia where he formed a lifelong
friendship with Lord Mountbatten.
After the war Knight was Manager of Reuters/ PA Photos and wrote Scoop, Scandal and Strife,
a history of photojournalism in Fleet Street. He joined the MOD Press Office in 1971 aged 52
and in 1984 covered the 40th anniversary of D-Day - the only PRO who had been present in
1944.
Derrick Knight was President of the Royal Photographic Society during the Queen's Jubilee
Year. He lived in retirement at Kyrenia in Cyprus. Your editor and other old MOD hands
remember Derrick Knight as the most modest and unassuming of men and a valued colleague.

THE 200TH ANNIVERSARY of the formation of the first troops of
yeomanry in 1794 was marked by a royal review by The Queen and the
Duke of Edinburgh of representatives of 42 yeomanry regiments in
Windsor Great Park on 17 April 1994. This was a memorable and
wholly TA occasion, the P Info planning and execution having been
handled by a TAPIO team led by Major Robert Peedle RMP (V). All of
the soldiers on parade were TA yeomanry volunteers. Some fine old
regiments were represented - the Royal Gloucestershire Hussars, the
Royal Wessex Yeomanry, the Royal and City Yeomanry and many
more.
The only yeomanry officer in the P Info team at the Royal Review was
Captain Peter Haslam. Although badged to the Royal Artillery his
parent unit is the Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire Yeomanry now
embodied as 201 Field Battery of 100 (Yeomanry) Field Regiment
RA(V).

THE DESMOND WETTERN FLEET AWARD for 1994, a trophy awarded to the ship, submarine or
naval air squadron which has done most to project a positive image of the Royal Navy, has been
won by the frigate HMS Avenger. The frigate, which has since been sold to Pakistan, gained
wide media coverage as Falklands Guardship, on visits to Russia and other former Soviet
nations and in anti-drugs operations. The trophy, a crystal decanter mounted on a plinth of
Victory oak, honours the memory of distinguished naval writer and Naval Correspondent of the
Daily Telegraph, Desmond Wettern.

It was presented by Mrs Gillian Wettern to the ship's former Commanding Officer, Commander
David Durston RN, at Devonport on 28 November 1994. The trophy will be held for one year in
the wardroom of HMS Marlborough, leader of the Fourth Frigate Squadron, to which HMS
Avenger belonged, on condition that the decanter is kept topped up - a requirement which
Desmond Wettern would fully approve.

More Memories
Mentions in Despatches invoked memories for Scribblings Editor, Mike Peters. The short tribute to
Derrick Knight was a reminder that as a MoD information officer he accompanied the TAPIO
Pool to the beaches of Normandy in 1994. Billed as the last commemoration of D-Day because
‘there would be little interest in future the years have proved the powers – that - be got it wrong.
Like many veterans, Derrick never talked about his war time experiences with his MoD colleagues but
aboard the RFA Sir Bedivere, as we headed for Caen and docked close to the Royal Yacht, he opened
up and we learned of his time with the Army Film and Photographic unit in the Western Desert, in
Normandy and later in the Far East.
Our modest friend turned out to have ended his war as a Lieutenant Colonel commanding the
SouthEast Asia Command AFPU. He was involved in making the highly successful documentary
Burma Victory and covered the war trials and executions of war criminals.
Editing your journal in the last days of October it was an easy switch to recall the anniversary of the
Second Battle of El Alamein was upon us and no doubt dramatic shots from the Oscar winning Desert
Victory film would appear somewhere. Scribblings is proud to recall the work of military photographers
and publish an extract from War Illustrated o the time.

Cameramen in the Front Line of Battle
The War Illustrated, Volume 7, No. 164, Page 278, October 1, 1943.
Those who saw Desert Victory, the film of the 8th Army's triumph in Italian North Africa, cannot
but have been impressed by the plentiful evidences of the movie-men's daring. This article by
Charles Gretton and Jim Le Brun tells of some individual cameramen who "took" this and other
war documentary films.
"Fire!" yells the officer. "Fire!" yells another mouth in gigantic close-up; and the silence is shattered by
such a tempest of fire and fury as seems incredible even now. Guns tear the night to red ribbons; not
one a second, but scores simultaneously. The effect on the enemy is dazing. The miracle is that anyone
lived through it. In the making of these dramatic war films on the battlefront, cameramen certainly risk
their lives to put the war on the screen.
No. 1 unit of the A.F.P.U. comprising 26 photographers, including movie and still men under Major
David Macdonald, the film director, carrying special portable 35-mm. cameras, raced forward with the
front line to film Desert Victory.
They shared the soldiers' hardships and brought back pictures of all arms in action which are
magnificent in their realism and revelation of stark courage. This triumph of art and valour was
not bloodless. Seven A.F.P.U. cameramen were killed or missing (including one still
cameraman); four are prisoners of war.
Major David Macdonald, of the Army Film Unit, responsible for some of this war's best moviemaking,
went out to Cairo in November 1941, when Rommel thought he was going to throw us out of Egypt.
"I took with me 32 cameramen", Macdonald said. "They were allotted to the various divisions and
ordered to go into action with the troops and film what they could.
The terrific barrage, the tank battles and bayonet charges you see in the film were taken from every
possible angle – in front of the men, behind them, at the side of them. Of course, we couldn't help

having casualties. They occurred after Benghazi, mostly from mines, dive-bombers and anti-personnel
artillery fire. Four of us were taken prisoner."
"One of my cameramen was
formerly a salesman at a Bond
Street photographer's; another
was a projectionist at a West
End cinema; a third – Sergeant
Garnham, who used to work
with the L.M.S. - was my
Number One camera mechanic.
He used the Western Desert as
his back room.
When the cameras came back
from the show, clogged with
sand, he always had another
one ready. But for that sergeant
there would have been no
picture of the Eighth Army."
"The Army perhaps do not
regard us as combatant troops.
But we were often ahead of the
fighting. We were first in
Tobruk. On one occasion a
senior officer, questioned
whether a certain town had
fallen, said: 'Yes, the Army Film
Unit photographed it this
morning!'"
"I hope this doesn't sound too like a puff for ourselves, but the forward positions of the camera crew
accounted for three of four sergeants being killed by mines. After the fall of Benghazi, I came back to
assemble the miles of film we had taken; but most of the credit goes to the editor, Captain Roy Boulting
– he made Thunder Rock – whose all-round brilliance will make him one of the biggest film men one
day. Sergeant Dickie Best, his first assistant, also did great work.
"And there was a woman who helped – Mrs. White – the only woman on our staff. It was she who, time
after time, found us the one shot we needed out of thousands and thousands."

Killed in Air Operations
Unluckily not all of our war movie heroes live to see their films screened. For instance, some of the
war's most vivid news films of R.A.F. exploits were shot by Flight Lieut. Donald N. Gallai-Hatchard, of
the R.A.F. Film Unit, who later was killed in air operations in Tunisia. His area shot of the Dieppe raid,
the R.A.F. big daylight raid on Lille, and others on northwest Germany, thrilled countless cinema goers.
Some of the most recent news films of the aerial war in Tunisia were also his work.
Formerly an operative cameraman for the London Film Production Company, he helped to film Private
Lives of Henry the Eighth, Shape of Things to Come, and The Citadel – the last picture on which he
was engaged before joining the R.A.F. as an ordinary aircraftman. He was 32 when he was killed.
Still alive and defying the Nazis to harm him is another tough war cameraman, Jack Ramsden. The
Eighth American Air Force and the Eighth British Army fill with their exploits the latest news reels, Jack
Ramsden, British Movietone News cameraman, went with Flying Fortresses bombing railway yards at
Rouen. His film and pictures of other raids by Forts make fitting companions to scenes from the Mareth
Line.

Then there is Flight-Lieutenant
John Boulting, who is going to
America to make a film about
the air training scheme there.
He is 29.
Before he was posted to the
R.A.F. Film Unit, he served as
an A.C.2 mechanic. His twin
brother, Captain
Roy Boulting (praised by Major
Macdonald), served in a tank
regiment for more than a year
before joining the Army Film
Unit. He has made several
short documentaries.
One, Via Persia, showed the
southern supply route to
Russia. Another, The Army
Lays the Rails, told the story of
the Royal Engineers. Roy also
filmed the Vaagso raid landing.
Some of the latest war films are
not just documentaries for
entertainment. They are for
Service instruction. A
technicolour film of the actual
fighting between American and
Axis forces in North Africa is to
be shown to United States and
British troops in England for training purposes.
The film, now being made in the
United States, is similar to Desert Victory and records the initial phase of the North African
campaign, covering the occupation of Algiers, Casablanca and Oran and the first American action
of the Tunisian front.
Produced by Colonel Darryl Zanuck, U.S. Army Signal Corps and former executive of 20th Century-Fox,
it was made largely in the height of battle. It shows Axis troops in retreat under terrific anti-tank fire,
Lockheed Lighting fighters attacking Messerschmitts, and ships being loaded under extreme difficulties.
Of course, we are not the only ones who make this kind of film. Nazi Ufa film studios are busy with war
subjects; the Japanese are making war films too. Thousands of British prisoners-of-war took part in
making a film, The Siege of Singapore, according to Tokyo radio. Actual battle sites have been used.
Films, in the making of which men have given their lives, often have a happy ending. Here is a typical
story – vouched for by the Army cameraman concerned.
The picture flashed on the screen for a moment – a line of troops embarking for a raid. As the camera
moved along one soldier turned and smiled at it – smiled out into the packed cinema to his mother
sitting watching him. It was the last smile she will have from him until the end of the war. He was taken
prisoner. The film was a special wartime "short". The mother wrote to the Ministry pleading for the
picture of her boy smiling as he left on his last raid.
There was little to identify him. The mother had not noticed that almost every one of that long
line of British troops had smiled at the camera! However, the war-film laboratory experts found
the single frame in the film where her soldier-son appeared, and duly sent her a photograph
form it.

UK Defence is very seriously underfunded
By Howard Wheeldon October 25, 2017

AS MANY OTHERS reading this piece today may also have done, I too listened with great interest
to the views of the highly respected, now retired, immediate former head of 'Joint Forces
Command, General Sir Richard Barrons, above, in an interview he gave to the BBC Radio 4
'Today Programme' yesterday morning. Clear, precise and very much to the point, General Sir
Richard left absolutely no room for doubts in respect of genuine and very correct concerns in
relation to UK defence strategy, policy and lack of funding and of how he sees very visible
weakness in UK defence capability today.
As a former senior military commander and one who very narrowly missed out on becoming the Chief of
the Defence Staff, those to whom he was addressing this important message — Her Majesty's
Government should take very serious note of the expressed concerns and act to remedy them. The
bottom line of what he, I and many others who are continually expressing doubt and questioning UK
defence strategy and capability weakness is that in the face of clearly increasing level and type of
threats that we face today, UK defence is very seriously underfunded.
In this radio interview together with private letters and paper that he has presented to senior ministers,
General Sir Richard has put himself into an important position where he is not only able to state the
obvious but in doing so, to command respect. Joining as he does, a too small group of former military
leaders that are now prepared to put their heads above the parapet and tell it how it is, General Barrons
views are a welcome addition to rising level of expressed concerns. Whilst not necessarily to be
perceived as being in the 'jointery' class and with an obvious bias toward the Army, they are
nonetheless an important addition to the defence commentary armoury.
The British people deserve better than they get in respect of messaging about defence from the
Secretary of State and other ministers and they need to know the truth as opposed to the pitching from
Government that all is well. The Army is shrinking and while the Royal Navy may be getting new aircraft
carriers, submarines, frigates and OPV's, far from growing it continues to shrink. The Royal Air Force is
in no better position and even if one may, after SDSR 2015, be a touch less concerned about front line
capability, serious concern remains over its ISTAR and other capability.
We need more recently retired senior military officers to express and voice concerns that we know they
have. Our military is silenced from telling it how it is and there are too few of those that have just retired
and really know how bad it is that are prepared to put their heads over the parapet. I and others do our

bit and from a personal perspective, I have long recognised that politicians and public need the
reassurance of informed independent voices from outside of the military too.

I am grateful to General Sir Richard and to others such as Air Chief Marshal Sir Michael Graydon and
Admiral George Zambellas for similarly clear and precise expressions of real deep-seated doubts and
genuine concerns that they transmit in respect of UK defence capability weakness.
Are our politicians listening? I doubt that they are but that does not mean that any of us should cease to
continue making calls for more to be spent on defence. Yes, those of us who criticise and stand up for
the need for more to be spent on defence, reasoning as we do, that our defence resources are now so
limited and stretched that, and as General Sir Richard himself said yesterday, "Britain can't really deal
with the military risks posed by other countries" and that we would in his view "be unable to defend itself
from an attack by Russia or China unless more money is spent on defence", fully realise the
affordability issues and that defence must also strive to make itself more efficient.
There is always scope to do things better and do more with less. But, in the case of defence and
because of what has already been achieved, the scope today is far less. In December, assuming a
formal announcement of intentions in relation to the defence 'refresh' is actually made, we can expect
further hollowing out of defence. The Army looks likely to be most at risk — hence General Sir Richard's
specific warnings yesterday and that followed other expressions of severe doubt in previous weeks —
but I fear that the Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy are set to lose a capability as well. We will see.
One thing that worries me greatly is the ease at which politicians and some now retired military
officers are quick to lay the blame on industry for making defence less affordable. While
accepting that industry is not always perfect, I resent the continual blaming of industry
particularly when it is made without reference the importance of numbers and lack of
consistency of the buyer — in this case the MOD. Defence programmes most often start with the
best intentions of both sides but then, with industry having priced on the expectation of certain
numbers, later finds those numbers are cut.
The effect of cutting numbers is that not only is defence capability weakened but also that public
perception is that the blame for this lies with the defence industrial base.
Back to the issue in hand and asked to make the case for why money should be taken from other
departments and given to the Ministry of Defence instead, General Sir Richard said: "It's very
straightforward and that the UK defence budget must be increased to ensure that our armed forces can
protect 'the homeland' against a potential attack from Russia".

Speaking ahead of Chancellor of the Exchequer, Philip Hammond's 'Autumn Budget' statement in a
couple of weeks' time, Barrons said that "the future will not replicate the comfortable recent past" and
that the UK would be unable to "deal with" an attack by another major power". Pointedly he suggested
that the UK Government risked losing the ability to protect British citizens during times of "great
jeopardy."
Warning also that if it was intended to reduce the size of the British army below 82,000 personnel with a
reserve force of 30,000 personnel [the latter has yet to be fully achieved whilst the former is currently
standing well below that level) would create a "problem" he went on to argue the UK needed to be
prepared to fight "wars of necessity" in the future.
On whether he believed he might be able to convince the Chancellor that more needs to be spent on
defence, General Barrons said that "I am sure that I haven't convinced him, because I am sure that
nobody in government is having the profoundly important debate that we need to have about how the
world has changed, how the UK is at greater risk and what we need to be prepared to do in the future
because the future will not replicate the comfortable recent past.

The latter statement may not necessarily be true and to be fair, with a refresh of the National Security
Strategy and Strategic Defence and Security Review process currently being undertaken by the Cabinet
Office — this looking at all twelve 'strands' that include defence as the largest, security, counter
intelligence requirements and so on — the hope might be that the message that the UK needs to spend
more on all twelve elements might well yet emerge.
General Sir Richard said that "the risk today and more so in the future, was that countries like Russia
and China already have capability that could hold the UK homeland at military risk at very short notice.
We run the risk" he said "that in the future British citizens or friends abroad will be in great jeopardy,
they would need military help and we would have removed the ability to help them and our place in the
world would be much diminished and we would be at risk". He said that the series of cuts to the size of
the armed forces was "entirely explicable" when it had begun in the 1990s following the end of increase
the 'Cold War' but further cuts would leave Britain vulnerable in an increasingly uncertain world". "The
UK" he said "must give greater priority to defence spending" and he urged government to "provide
greater resources to the armed services because of the changing international outlook.
So, leaving the various review processes aside, what is the Government view on defence? The official
Whitehall line remains that the Government is spending 2% (of GDP) on defence every year and that
we are raising the level of increase in defence spending by 0.5% in each of the five years of the period

covered by SDSR 2015. The Government says "we are committed to providing the armed forces with
the resources that they need to protect this country's interests".
Last month, ahead of Secretary of State for Defence, Sir Michael Fallon's to the Conservative Party
conference, General Barrons urged the government to be 'bold on defence' in an open letter that was
apparently seen by the press and that had been written to Prime Minister, Theresa May, he said that
that in his view "the security environment for the UK is becoming more complex and uncertain" and that
"some states with whom we are on difficult terms now have the military capability to seriously threaten
the UK homeland and our vital interests.
Of course, calls for the UK to drastically increase its defence budget are nothing new. Notable amongst
these had been comments made by the immediate past First Sea Lord, Admiral Sir George Zambellas
who in September warned the UK would have the "military capability of a third world nation unless
defence spending was increased".
Two months earlier, the Conservative MP Bob Stewart, a former member of the House of Commons
Defence Select Committee and a former United Nations commander who saw active service in Bosnia,
Kosovo and elsewhere, described the size of the UK's armed forces as being "laughable and
disgraceful" in equal measure during a Westminster Hall debate.
General Sir Richard Barrons, who left his post in April, had in a previous ten-page private memorandum
sent to Defence Secretary Sir Michael Fallon delivered a scathing indictment of UK defence capability
saying that "Capability that is foundational to all major armed forces has been withered by design. T
The failure" he suggested "to come to
terms with this will not matter at all if we are
lucky in the way the world happens to turn
out but it could matter a very great deal if
even a few of the risks now at large
conspire against the UK."
Judgment's such as this from a highly
respected senior member of the military,
one who had the ear of Government should
it be prepared to listen, that is so scathing
of our ability to defend itself against a fullscale military attack is very serious and
cannot be laughed off quite so easily as
other claims by those charged with being
responsible for UK defence. General Sir
Richard went on to say here that "Counterterrorism is the limit of up-todate plans and
preparations to secure our airspace, waters
and territory ... there is no top-to-bottom
command, no control mechanism,
preparation or training [currently] in place
for the UK armed forces (to defend home
territory) ... let alone to do so with NATO."
On Britain's ability to defend itself from
aerial attack, he said: "UK air defence now
consists of the (working) Type 45
(destroyers), enough ground-based air
defence to protect roughly Whitehall only together with Royal Air Force Fast jet capability. He might of
course have added here that with only seven squadrons of RAF fast jet capability and two currently
deployed, this is palpably not enough to secure control of the air.
In the memorandum sent to the Secretary of State as long ago as September 2016 and shortly after he
stood down from his senior military responsibilities, General Sir Richard said that "Neither the UK
homeland nor a deployed force - let alone both concurrently - could be protected from a concerted

Russian air effort" adding that "the Army's recent experience does not include conducting full-scale
wars, which could be a disadvantage".
He also said then that "the current Army has grown used to operating from safe bases in the middle of
its operating area, against opponents who do not manoeuvre at scale, have no protected mobility, no air
defence, no substantial artillery, no electronic warfare capability, nor - especially - an air force or
recourse to conventional ballistic or cruise missiles".
Summing up in the Radio 4 interview, General Sir Richard insisted that "the UK needed to think
about defence in its historically normal context of being prepared for wars of necessity where
public opinion demands action. We have" he said "to be part of what is a more unstable and
difficult world and that meant that we cannot preclude in the future the necessity, with allies, of
acting to protect our vital national interests - that's not like an Iraq or Afghanistan."

MoD NUMBERS GAME SHOWS THAT RN
FLEET DOESN’T ADD UP
by Odin's Eye, Warships International 18th August 2017
A RECENT REPORT under the aegis of the London-based RUSI think-tank stated that in real
terms the UK defence budget as a whole is almost the same size in 2015/16 as it was in
2002/03. In the past decade and-a-half there have been three defence reviews in Britain. In the
2003 review (under a Labour government), ‘Delivering Security in a Changing World’, the Type
45 destroyer build was reduced from 12 ships to eight (and eventually just six), the number of
Type 23 frigates in service was cut from 16 to 13, with the RN paying off early 12 destroyers and
frigates.

The (usually) unarmed elderly plastic training boat HMS Blazer, which some MoD bright spark
has classified a Patrol Ship. Photo: Tony Holland/AJAX.
The mine warfare flotilla was reduced and the SSNs cut from 12 to eight. In the 2010 Strategic Defence
and Security Review (SDSR), the DDG/FFG fleet was further cut to 19 ships, the SSN build was
reduced to seven and specialist amphibious ships were placed in extended readiness or sold off. In the
2015 SDSR there were further cuts all ‘round, though the first of two new aircraft carriers is intended to
have an Initial Operating Capability (IOC) by 2018.

After repeated cuts, it is surprising that the Ministry of Defence’s recently published ‘UK Armed Forces
Equipment and Formations 2017’ shows that the First Sea Lord still commands a fleet of 73 vessels.
How can this be? Nine ships are, of course, Royal Fleet Auxiliaries (RFAs). As for the specialist
amphibious shipping, which the MoD lists as three ‘Landing Platform Docks/Helicopters’, one of the
LPDs is always in mothballs and not available while the LPH HMS Ocean is due to be retired from
service in 2018. It has been widely reported that HMS Ocean is being sold to the Brazilian Navy for £80
million, rather less than the cost of her recent refit and will not be replaced.
This is, perhaps, only a minor discrepancy compared to other aspects of the MoD’s equipment list. Of
the 19 DDG/FFG, two ships are very much in extended states of readiness, so again not available for
front line operations.
If having only 17 DDGs and FFGs isn’t bad enough – at a time when 30 are actually needed to protect
the new carriers and carry out all the RN’s many other global tasks – the MoD seems to be telling
blatant fibs in a bid to hide just how bad it really is. If the MoD equipment list is to be believed – there is
an impressive force of 22 ‘Patrol Ships’.
Granted four of these are the River Class Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPVs) – actual ships, if of limited
use – but the ‘22 Patrol Ships’ includes 18 inshore patrol boats.
At the stroke of a pen the MoD has included all 14 vessels of the P2000 or Archer Class, which are
more properly designated as fast training vessels and belong to the University Royal Navy Units
(URNU). The P2000s (displacement 54 tonnes and around 20 metres long) are 30-years-old and are
capable of being armed with, but do not usually carry, just one 20mm cannon. The URNU ‘Patrol Ships’
have core, permanent crews and are operated by university undergraduates.
The P2000s provide excellent training for young men and women and though the URNUs are not
intended as recruiting grounds, through them some first-class people have entered the Royal Navy.
They do show the White Ensign in ports where larger vessels cannot go, around the British Isles and
across the Channel and the North Sea.
Though they are some of the oldest ships in the Navy, there are no plans to replace them. While
inshore patrol vessels like the P2000s contribute to the training function and constabulary role of the
Royal Navy in a minor way, they do not belong in its order of battle. It is worth noting that the MoD’s
equipment report also places the 15 Mine Counter-Measure Vessels (MCMVs) higher in the list than
frigates and destroyers.
It is truly ironic that with the critical mass in the fighting fleet destroyed by cuts under Labour,
coalition and Conservatives governments, the MoD is resorting to the trick of masking the
dreadful state of affairs by playing smoke and mirrors with numbers of plastic boats. It certainly
won’t fool any Russian or Chinese intelligence officer about the strength of the Royal Navy and
will dismay NATO allies. Presumably it can only be intended to ‘big up’ the Royal Navy in the
eyes of the Great British Public whom the Govt hopes are too absorbed in other matters to
notice (or care). Odin hopes that senior naval officers are not also victims of self-deceit and are
telling the truth to those in government who conjured up this whopping great falsehood.
For the full version of this commentary see the September 2017 edition of WARSHIPS IFR.

